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• Alcohol laws
Keg tags an attempt to deter underaged thinkers
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
Partying in the State of Maine just got a
little harder for people on both sides of 21, as
Maine became the fourth state in the nation to
enact a keg tagging law.
As of Oct. 9, anyone purchasing more
than 7.5 gallons of beer (a typical keg being
15.5 gallons), has had to fill out a form with
their name, address, date of birth and license
ID number. All kegs in the state are now
supplied with an identification band affixed to
the keg.
The identification number of the keg pur-
chased is then added to the form, along with
the clerk's and purchaser's signatures.
If the keg turns up in an unauthorized area,
such as a dorm, or is found to have minors
drinking off it, the police will match the
number on the keg with the form number and
have the owner's identity.
If minors are found to be drinking off the
keg, the owner can be charged with a (lass D
crime, with a first offense of up to $1,000 and
up to one year in jail.
According to Chief Dan Lowe of the
Orono Police Department, the main problem
with keg parties has been identifying the
owner, a problem the new law resolves.
"Numerous times we'd go into apartment
houses and we [wouldn't] know who owns
the keg," he said.
All kegs in the state of Maine are now required to have tags which can identifythe person who purchased the keg. (Stevens photo.)
'This will give us a name, and we will no
longer have the problem of people confessing
who the liquor belongs to."
Anyone caught in possession of an unla-
beled keg can receive a $500 fine. The distrib-
utor may require up to a $50 deposit on any size
keg, which is forfeited if the keg is not returned.
If the keg is returned with the original
identification band missing or not intact, the
owner of the keg can be charged with a Class
E crime, may lose the deposit on the keg, and
could be responsible for up to a $500 fine and
six months in jail.
According to William Laughlin, investi-
gator for UMaine Public Safety, figures indi-
cate that partying in general at the university
has decreased considerably from last year,
with 120 alcohol violations in 1990 and 58 so
far in 1991.
Laughlin said in past years Public Safety
could see up to 20 illegal kegs on campus
between September and June, while so far this
year they've only seen two.
"I think it all boils down to, do we get the
See KEGS on page 8
• Obituary
UM Professor Howard Schonberger ranexnbered
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
Howard Schonberger, a professor of his-
tory at the University of Maine for the past 20
years, died unexpectedly last Thursday while
he was attending a conference in Wisconsin.
"He was the ideal faculty member," Pro-
fessor Jerome Nadelhaft chair of the history
department said.
"He was an absolutely superb scholar with
a national reputation and a dedicated teach-
er," Nadelhaft said.
Schonberger, who taught courses ranging
from military history to diplomatic history at
UMaine, "used his scholarship and know-
how to benefit the world," Nadelhaft said.
The author of two books, "Transportation
to the Seaboard: The Communications Revo-
lution and American Foreign Policy, 1860-
1900", and "Aftermath of War: Americans in
the Remaking of Japan, 1945-1952," Schon-
berger was working on his third book at the
time of his death.
Along with his duties as a professor in the
history department, he was also Director of
Graduate Studies for several years.
He helped organize the Peace Studies
Program at UMaine, and was the first faculty
advisor to the WildeStein club. Schonberger
was also the chair of the Distinguished Lec-
ture Series committee and a major contributor
to the Controversy weekly lecture series.
Schonberger was an active member of
Peace in Central America (PICA) and had
traveled to Nicaragua to learn more about the
problems in that area.
"Howie," as he was known to his col-
leagues in the history department, was re-
membered by Professor Ngo Vinh Long as a
"kind, gentle man."
Professor John Battick called him "an
open-minded man who separated his personal
The late Howard Schonberger,
professor of history. (file photo.)
political beliefs from what he did in the class-
room. He was always trying to learn from all
the angles, not just from one side."
In the words of Professor Alex Grab, also
of the history department, who wrote a tribute
to Schonberger, "Howard was a caring and
patient teacher, showing considerable inter-
est in the progress of his students and main-
taining close relationships with many of them."
Schonberger won a libel suit against the
Bangor Daily News in 1989. The suit began
after a remark by Professor Richard Blanke,
who said in a January 1987 interview that
Schonberger had been a "self-proclaimed
Marxist-Leninist Communist for the past 25
years." Blanke later denied making the remark.
In March 1989 a jury awarded Schonberg-
er $550,000 in damages, which was later
reduced to $125,000 by lustier Morton Brody
of the Penobscot County Superior Court in
June 1989.
Schonberger later donated some of the
settlement money to PICA.
He earned a B.A. from the University of
Chicago in 1962, and an M.S. in 1964 and a
Ph.D. in 1968, both from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.
Before teaching at UMaine, he taught at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison and at
the Hampton Institute in Virginia. In 1975 he
was a Fulbright Specialist Lecturer at Hiro-
shima University in Japan for one year.
He is survived by his wife, Ann Koch
Schonberger, who is an associate professor of
developmental studies at UMaine, and by
their two children, Lisa and Benjamin.
A memorial service will be held at 3 p.m.
Friday, Oct 25 at Congregation Beth El/
Unitarian Church, 126 Union St. Bangor.
In lieu of flowers the family asks that
contributions be made in his memory to Peace
in Central America, 23A State St., Bangor,
04401, or Congregation Beth El, 31 Grove
St., Bangor 04401.
• Student Government
Student Senate
gets little
accomplished
By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer
No club budgets were passed, no resolu-
tions were discussed, no official business
was conducted; last night the General Stu-
dent Senate did, basically, nothing.
Time-consuming deliberations over
budgets and student government's empty
pocketbook took up almost the entire meet-
ing, until 8:45 p.m. (the official time to end
GSS meetings) rolled around and they voted
to adjourn.
Student Government began the year with
approximately $366,000; but after deduc-
tions for its administrative costs, board, large
committee and large club budgets, only
$35,000 remains in the budget to be distrib-
uted among the smaller clubs.
41 smaller clubs and organizations are to
be funded by Student Government this year.
Combined, these clubs originally requested
$113,000.
After two rounds of massive cuts last
week, the Executive Budgetary Committee
decided to slash a flat rate of 20 percent from
all club budgets.
After almost two hours of
discussion, GSS still had
made no progress; many
dub representatives
attended the meeting asking
for additional funding, but
nothing came from their
requests.
"We decided on this figure in order to be
fair to all of the clubs instead of cutting some
more than the others," said Julie LaVopa,
vice-president of Financial Affairs for Stu-
dent Government.
But the decision for the flat rate didn't
seem fair to everybody.
"I think that EBC's method of cutting 20
percent straight across the board is just lazy,"
said Ethan Strimling, former off-campus
senator.
Other students agreed with Strimling;
"The flat cut is sad," said Al Jenkins, vice-
president of Financial Affairs for Residents
on Campus, "especially without going in to
see what each club does for the university."
Some defended EBC' s actions. "We can't
approve a budget that's going in the red,"
said CI Cote, executive assistant to Stu-
dent Government. "Without a raise in the
activity fee, we just don't have the money."
"We did the best we could with the time
and money that we had," said Diane Dostie,
EBC member.
But after almost two hours of discussion,
GSS still had made no progress; many club
representatives attended the meeting asking
for additional funding, but nothing came
from their requests. The budget was tabled
until next week.
See SENATE on page 8
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NewsBriefs
• Middle East unrest
Fifteen Israelis killed by roadsidebombs detonated by guerrillas
1 TYRE, Lebanon (AP) — The Shiite Muslim group Hezbollah said its guerrillasdetonated two roadside bombs in southern Lebanon Monday and killed 15 Israelisoldiers. Israel confirmed one attack and said it left one soldier wounded.The violence came hours after Shiite Muslim kidnappers believed linked with the pro-Iranian Hezbollah released an American hostage Jesse Turner. It was unclear whether the latestbloodshed would affect efforts to free the remaining eight Western hostages in Lebanon,including four Americans.
The latest fighting between Hezbollah and Israel began on Sunday when a bomb detonatedby the guerrillas killed three Israeli guerrilla base, wounding three civilians.A Hezbollah communique said the first blast Tuesday occurred at 8a.m. and targeted anarmored personnel carrier in the village of Taibeh, 20 miles northeast of the southern port cityof Tyre. It said five soldiers were killed and one seriously wounded.The communique said the second attack came at 1:30 p.m. in the same area and killed 1 °soldiers.In Israel, an army spokesman said the first blast slightly wounded one soldier, who was treatedon the spot. It said it was checking on the second report but had no immediate confirmation.The hilltop village of Taibeh is inside Israel's "security zone" in the south, and within theUnited Nations peacekeeping force's zone of operations.
• Expedition
Balloonists first to fly
over top of Mt. Everest
3 KATHMANDU, Nepal (AP) — The firstsuccessful hot-air balloon expedition over Mount
Everest soared safely over the world's tallest peakMonday and landed in Tibet, the Nepalese Tourism
Ministry said.
The four balloonists, three Britons and an Australian,
reported by radio that they were fine, the ministry said.
The balloons, Star flyer I and Star Flyer II, took offfrom Gokyo, 15,999 feet above sea level. The balloonists
reported attaining an altitude of 33,000 feet when they
crossed the 29,028-foot Everest. .
They said they landed at Rongxar in Chinese-ruled
Tibet at 8:20 a.m. (10:35 p.m. Sunday EDT).
The first balloon was piloted by Chris Dcwhirst, 43, ofMelbourne, Australia. His co-pilot was Leo Dickenson,43, of Bristol, England.
The second balloon was piloted by Andy Elston of
Bath, England, and Eric Jones of Gynedd, Wales.
Several previous balloon attempts over Mount Everestfailed because of bad weather or logistical problems.
• Scandal
FTC sues companies
that sold war bracelets
4 ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) — The Federal TradeCommission on Monday sued two companies that sold$1 million worth of commemorative Operation DesertStorm bracelets, claiming they falsely promised the proceeds
would benefit U.S. troops.
The suit was filed in 1.J.S. District Court against a company
called Voices for Freedom of Alexandria, Va., and Phone
Base Systems Inc., of Vienna, Va.
Voices for Freedom had told buyers that most of the proceedsfrom the bracelets, one of which was worn by First Lady BarbaraBush, would fund a bank of telephones that soldiers in the MiddleEast could use to talk to friends and families back home.
According to the lawsuit, most of the proceeds were kept
as profit by the company although it claimed it was nonprofit.
The phone bank, which was to have been managed by PhoneBase Systems Inc., never was established, the lawsuit claimed.The suit alleged that in some cases the company charged potential
customers for telephone calls inquiring about the bracelets.
The bracelets were sold beginning last November for$9.95 and $11.45 apiece. FTC officials said they hope some
customers will have their money refunded.
Several states have taken legal action against the two companies.
• Hezbollah claims responsibility for Lebanon bombings
• Inmates release guard after failed escape attempt
• Teenager surrenders after hijacking mission fails
• Escape attempt
Inmates release woman deputy
taken hostage in 16-hour standoff
2 MADISON, Wis. (AP) — Mire inmates who overpowered guards at the county jailduring a bung led escape attempt freed a sheriff sdeputy Monday, ending a 16-hour standoff.authorities said.
Deputy Judy McReynolds, 25, suffered head, knee and face injuries and was removed from
the jail on a stretcher after the inmates surrendered to FBI agents, Dane County Sheriff RichardRaemisch said.
"Her condition appears to be pretty good," he said.
The standoff on the seventh floor of the City-County Building, one block from the stateCapitol, began Sunday night when the inmates overpowered McReynolds and Deputy LeonardHarris, 35, during a head count in the overcrowded jail.
The inmates apparently were armed with crude, sharp weapons they had made, Sheriff'sCapt. John Van Dinter said.
Harris escaped during a fight with the inmates in which he was hit in the head with theflashlight he was carrying, Harris was hospitalized and released.
During the standoff, other inmates in the jail were locked in their cells but they occasional!',
cheered on the three inmates, urging them to kill McReynolds. Raemisch said.
—There was a lot of foot stomping. shaking of bars, that sort of thing," the sheriff said
• Hijacking
Czech teenager hijacks
airliner carrying 30
5 PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia (AP) — A teen-agerhijacked a Czechoslovak Airlines plane carrying 30people but surrendered early Tuesday after his lastcaptive, the captain of the plane, escaped while the hijackernegotiated with a police psychologist.
'The youth turned himself into police at the airport at about3:10 a.m., the national news agency.CSTK quoted InteriorMinistry spokesman Martin Fendrych as saying. He earlierhad released all of his captives except for the captain, who wasable to slip away on his own. 
,
Czechoslovak TV reported the air bandit was a 17-year-old apprentice. Airport security official Miroslav Holub saidthe youth's identity was known, but he would not reveal it. Hesaid the youth was a Czechoslovak citizen who was facingcharges for a robbery committed last February.
Interior Ministry spokesman Martin Fendrych said theplane was carrying 24 passengers and six crew and that allthose released were in good health.
The official news agency CSTK said Flight 0K585 washijacked while bound for Prague from the Slovak capital ofBratislava.
• Mass murder threats
Man jailed, threatened
to top Killeen massacre
KILLEEN, Texas (AP) — A man ran his pickup into
a veterans hall after threatening to do violence worsethan the Killeen cafeteria massacre, authorities said. Noinjuries were reported, and the man was in jail Tuesday.Employees at the hall in Kemper said that when Daniel Bobhwas asked to leave the place Thursday, he warned he would comeback and the Killeen massacre "would be small compared withwhat he was going to do," Sheriff Gordon Morris said.
"He got into his pickup truck and attempted to runthrough a metal side entrance door to the club, causingextensive damage to the door, door frame and metal build-ing supports," the sheriff said.
Bobb was arrested at his home Friday and charged withmaking terroristic threats and criminal mischief.Kempner is about 20 miles west of Killeen.Meanwhile Monday, police said an autopsy on Killeengunman George Hennard, 35, showed no trace of abnormal-ities that could have affected his mental state.Twenty-three people, including Hennard, died in a ram-page Wednesday at a Luby's Cafeteria that began when hedrove his pickup through a plate
-glass window.
•
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• The New World Order
Panel discusses future of Soviet American relations
By John Bowie
Volunteer Writer
The events of the last few years have seen
the destruction of the Berlin Wall and the
Warsaw Pact, an abortive coup d'etat in the
Soviet Union with democracy emerging vic-
torious and a new era of cooperation between
East and West.
Some have declared the Cold War over,
and the United States the winner.
Seeking to expand the scope of the chang-
es in relations between the superpowers, Pres-
ident Bush recently proposed the elimination
of all land-based nuclear missiles. Soviet Pres-
ident Mikhail Gorbachev endorsed the pro-
posal and suggested extending the cuts to
include sea-based missiles.
"The Cold War is over and the west won
by default," said Richard Blanke, professor of
history and one of five University of Maine
faculty members offering opinions on the
proposals and their impact on the future of
U.S. foreign policy.
While the professors agreed the proposals
are a big step forward, their opinions differed
on how big a step they really are.
"Given their potential, what Bush has
promised to give up is a very big advance,"
said Timothy C'ole, assistant professor of po-
litical science.
"It's a good move in and of itself," Cole
said, pointing out that the elimination of mo-
bile land-based missiles will remove a sticky
problem regarding arms control negotiations.
The late Howard Schonberger, professor
This new philosophy focused on changes in
defense policy, more interdependency with
the world market and a "cultural openness."
These changes, according to Warhola, have a
direct impact on U.S. foreign policy.
James I loran, professor of political sci-
ence, is optimistic about future cooperation
"I think the Bush Administration understands that the
Soviets need us more than we need them right now. By
using that, they're accelerating changes."
-Prof Howard Schonberger
of history, warned of the dangers of what he
temied a "shell game" — reducing the num-
ber of missiles while modernizing the remain-
ing systems to be more accurate.
"We're still going forward with plans for
the B-2 bomber and the Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI) is still being mentioned,"
Schonberger said.
James Warhola, associate professor of
political science, traced the Bush proposals as
the latest development of the "New Think-
ing" first promoted by Gorbachev in 1987.
between the two nations.
"With the exception of World War I and
the Cold War years, historically we've always
had good relations with the Russian people,"
Horan said.
Having visited the Soviet Union during
the Brezhnev era, }loran witnessed the Soviet
peoples' high regard for Americans.
"I think our foreign policies can coincide
much more," he said.
Cole said he sees the U.S. heading toward
a "minimal deterrent" policy, citing the INF
treaty (which allowed for weapons to be taken
out of service) and the President's recent
reduction proposals.
"A nuclear-free arsenal is unlikely due to
the nuclear weapons programs underway in
several nations," Cole said.
Horan said he has been concerned about
nuclear weapons in the hands of a renegade or
dictator with nothing to lose. The methods for
detection are "inadequate," he said, citing the
need for improvements in technology.
One possible method of cooperation be-
tween the superpowers. Blanke said, is a joint
Soviet-American S.D.I. program, something
discussed in recent news articles.
The possible disintegration of the Soviet
Union and its control over its nuclear arsenal
is another concern of political analysts.
"Anytime a country of the scope and com-
plexity of the Soviet Union starts to break
apart, and when it's a nuclear giant, there's a
very natural reaction to worry," Cole said.
Cole pointed out that the history of Soviet
command and control is one of organized
structure.
"I think the Bush Administration under-
stands that the Soviets need us more than we
need them right now," Schonberger said. "by
using that, they're accelerating changes."
• Student services
Help for students just a call away thanks to Helpline
By Deanna L. Partridge
Volunteer Writer
It's three o'clock in the morning, neither
Cutler Health Center or the Counseling Cen-
ter are open and you need help. What can
you do?
The Student Helpline is ready and wait-
ing for the phone to ring. Just dial 581-4020.
The Student Helpline is a volunteer or-
ganization run by University of Maine stu-
dents for their benefit.
The helpline is "on-line" from 5 p.m.
until 8 a.m. every night and on weekends.
Kristen Wintermute and Jeanne Rowan
are the co-managers of the helpline.
Helpline is supervised by two graduate
students and Dr. Charles Grant, head of the
Counseling Center and Helpline.
Wintermute said she was pleased with
the apparently smooth transition from last
year's co-managers to Rowan and herself
along with the recent training of new volun-
teers during late September.
"Training has been really good," Win-
termute said. About a dozen new Helpline
volunteers have been added to the staff.
Volunteers are trained in a variety of
topics over a week long period of seminars
in order to cope with the diversity of calls a
volunteer may receive.
Because anonymity is an important as-
pect of the Helpline, one volunteer did not
wish to be identified.
"I feel the training is very informative.
They (counselors) teach you how to deal
with anything from relationship difficulties
and homesickness to problems with aca-
demics," the volunteer said.
"Volunteers are also trained in the han-
dling of more serious sitoations from a rape
or a suicide to how to arrange transportation
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or referrals to medical assistants," said a
third semester volunteer.
The format of Helpline
has been adapted to
provide overnight
services to compensate
for the reduced hours
at Cutler Health.
According to Rowan, "On-call counsel-
ors are also still available through the Help-
line for critical situations."
Rowan also spoke of her excitement to
be associated with the "spirit and goodwill
of this organization."
The format of Helpline has been adapted
to provide overnight services to compensate
for the reduced hours at Cutler Health. The
nights are divided into three shifts. The first
runs from five to nine, the second from nine
until midnight, and the final shift runs from
midnight until eight in the morning.
"For the lack of 24 hour medical care
health services, this is the answer," a volun-
teer said.
More volunteers are currently needed to
help ensure that all shifts get covered.
Volunteers expressed many reasons as
to why they work for Helpline.
"I can't express the gratification received
after speaking with a caller," said one volun-
teer.
"Just to hear a simple thank-you makes it
all worth it," said another volunteer.
See the Doc for tickets
to these events!
Blues Traveler/Widespread Panic
October 25, Colby College, 112.00
Squeeze
October 26, Bowdoin College, 116.00
Penn & Teller
October 28, Bowdoin College, 115.00
November 8, 1st Universalist Church, Bangor, 18.00
Fred Small
4
Dr. Records
20 Main Street, Orono, Maine
N,S)
866-7874
0
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NationalNevvs • Damage, death count rises after huge California fire• Former Klansman could be next Louisiana governor
• Arms dealer convicted of attempting arms sales to Iraq
• California blaze
1,800 houses burned, 14 dead from massive Oakland fireBy Laura Myers
Associated Press Writer
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —The city raised
to at least 1,800 its estimate of the number of
houses destroyed by a brush fire that left at least
14 people dead and reduced neighborhoods in
Oakland and Berkeley to smoking ruins.
The Red Cross said Monday night that it
surveyed 55 percent of the burned area on foot
and counted 1,800 houses and 442 apartment
units destroyed.
Deborah Reisman, spokeswoman for the
Oakland Office of Emergency Services, said
the city had adopted that block-by-block count
as its own. Earlier Monday the agency had
said more than 400 houses were destroyed in
the two communities.
The 1,800-acre fire was one of the worst in
U.S. history, rivaling the Great Chicago Fire
of 1871. The city put damage at $1.5 billion
before its estimate of houses destroyed was
raised. It had no new estimate of the cost.
The blaze, which fed on brush parched by
five years of drought, was ignited by wind-
tossed embers from a smaller fire Saturday,
said fire Capt. Charlie Fasso. The fire was
reported contained at dawn Monday, and
firefighters battled hot spots today.
Thousands of residents who spent Sunday
night in shelters ventured home Monday.
"I lost the house I raised my children in. I
lost the house I married my husband in," city
councilwoman Marge Gibson Haskell sobbed.
The death toll rose to 14 on Monday,
Mayor El ihu Harris said at a news conference.
At least six other people were reported miss-
ing. City and state officials also said nearly
150 people were injured and 5,00 evacuated.
Reisman said the discrepancy in the city's
estimates of homes destroyed was "just a ques-
tion of getting information filtered through."
'This is an area that's very hilly so resi-
dential development is not as predictable as,
say, in a tract housing development where
there are X houses per street," she said.
Red Cross spokesman Gregg 0' R yon said
he couldn't estimate how many more de-
stroyed homes would be found in the rest of
the burned area.
Insurance agents surveyed damage and
started writing claim checks. Gov. Pete Wil-
son said he is asking President Bush to declare
an emergency, a move that would open the
door to grants and loans for rebuilding.
Fires raged elsewhere in the West. In South-
ern California. 1,160 firefighters battled a 2,100-
acre fire in the Los Padres National Foresi
Fires also burned in Montana and Washington,
where a burned body was found Monday.
In Oakland, the streets of the blackened
neighborhoods Monday were ghostly quiet,
gray smoke swirling above the ruins.
It was a sharp contrast from the day before,
when the blaze roared out of the hills above
Oakland and Berkeley, racing through fash-
ionable neighborhoods tucked between woods
and canyons, many with sweeping views of
San Francisco Bay.
—The fire started rushing around and jump-
ing from one place to another," said 81-year-
old Rosa York, who fled her home with her
husband, Robert. "It was like the dance of the
devil. We were lucky to get out."
A few residents found their homes intact
when they returned.
"I couldn't believe it because most of the
rest of the block was gone," Ralph Duncan
said. "Sometimes you wonder why you're the
lucky one."
Adrienne Dinges had no such luck. "You set
bits and pieces of your life in the ashes," she said.
The fire ranked as one of the worst in U.S.
history and the worst in California since the
fire that followed the 1906 earthquake in San
Francisco. A June 1990 blaze in Santa Bar-
bara destroyed 470 homes, and a 1923 fire
razed 584 homes in Berkeley.
• Politics
Former Klansman Duke could win
runoff for Louisiana governorship
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) — Former
Klansman David Duke could very well beat
Edwin Edwards in Louisiana's runoff for
governor, a pollster says.
"I think we're in for a close election,"
said Ed Renwick, director of Loyola Uni-
versity's Institute of Politics. "I do not see a
blow away. I would be shocked if Duke got
less than 45 percent of the vote. I think his
maximum is 51."
Running as a Republican without offi-
cial GOP backing, Duke finished second to
Edwards, a Democratic former governor, in
Saturday's primary, squeezing out Republi-
can Gov. Buddy Roemer. Edwards got 34
percent and Duke 32 percent.
Under Louisiana law, all candidates run
in the primary regardless of party. If no one
gets more than 50 percent, the top two vote-
getters meet in a runoff.
White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwa-
ter said President Bush would have nothing
to do with Duke, and GOP governors called
him an embarrassment.
Duke, who got about 42 percent of the
white vote Saturday, must get about two-
thirds to win the Nov. 16 runoff, Renwick
said Monday. Edwards, who got about 15
percent of the white vote Saturday, will need
40 percent to win.
RESURRECTION!
a
fter a two-year absence, Delta Upsilon
(the sixth-oldest college fraternity) returns to the
University of Maine campus and Greek community.
We encourage you to familiarize yourself with this
unique, elite group one that promotes academic
success, friendship, character, culture, and justice!
Italian Dinner
Tonight, October 23
Stop by thc house and meet
the brothers at 5
Football/Barbeque
Friday, October 25
Kick-off at 3:30
RUSH!
World Series
Thursday, October 24
Watch the Twins crush the Braves!
Football Challenge
Saturday, October 26
Take on the brothers! (All first and
second-year student teams welcome;
call to arrange time.)
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT BRENT AT 130 COLLEGE AVENUE, 581-4158
-71IFFWVI ..FWEIMR94%,
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• Crime
Arms dealer convicted of trying to sell weapons to Iraq
MIAMI (AP) - A federal jury Monday
convicted an international arms dealer of con-
spiring to arm Iraq with military helicopters.
Sarkis Soghanalian, a 61-year-old Leba-
nese national, also was convicted of five relat-
ed charges and acquitted on three others. He
faces 24 years in federal prison and $240,000
in fines when he is sentenced Dec. 20.
The charges include conspiracy to deliver
military helicopters to Iraq in violation of the
Arms Export Control Act, making false state-
ments in violation of the act and conspiracy to
export rocket launchers to Iraq.
Jurors acquitted Soghanalian on counts
including attempting to export rocket launch-
ers tp Iraq.
Jurors acquitted Soghanalian on counts
including attempting to export the helicopters
to Iraq.
U.S. marshal's took him into custody after
U.S. District Judge Federico Moreno deter-
mined there was a risk Soghanalian would flee.
His attorney, Neal Sonnett, objected, say-
ing his client has had plenty of opportunity to
flee but has shown up every day for his trial.
And Soghanalian told Moreno: "Judge,
I'm not going to go anyplace. Where am I
going to go'?"
Moreno said he would order a hearing by
a magistrate as early as Tuesday to see if other
arrangements could be made.
Soghanalian's Pan Aviation Co., run by
his 30-year-old son, was found guilty of the
same six counts and also faces the same fines.
Sonnett and Gerald Richman, attorney for
Pan Aviation, said they would appeal the
convictions.
Soghanalian '5 son originally was named a
defendant in the case, but a month before trial
began, the government dropped all charges
against him. Garabet Soghanalian sat along-
side his father at the defense table every day of
the three-week trial.
In closing arguments Thursday, assistant
U.S. Attorney Susan Tarbe told j urors that Sogha-
nalian conspired to smuggle combat helicopters
and rocket launchers to Iraq "by hook and by
civok in violation of arms export laws.
"tie continued in his efforts to arm Iraq for
greed. He thought he was above the law,"
Tarbe said.
Sonnett told the jurors the alleged crimes
were committed in 1982 and 1983, when Iraq
was at war with Iran. —there weir a lot of people
who thought Iran was our enemy, not Iraq. Iran
was holding Anielican hostages," he said.
• Exhumations
Alleged killer's body exhumed to re-investigite Huey Long's death
By Ron Harrist
Associated Press Writer
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) - The dirt-
encrusted tomb of the man listed in the
history books as the assassin of Huey P.
Long was opened in an effort to settle ques-
tions about the shooting of the populist
politician a half-century ago.
The history books say Dr. Carl Austin
Weiss, 29, shot Long in a corridor of the state
Capitol on Sept. 8, 1935. Long's bodyguards
promptly killed Weiss with a volley of bullets.
Weiss' grave was opened Sunday to in-
vestigate claims by some that Long's own
overeager bodyguards were his real killers.
"We are using scientific evidence to cor-
roborate or not what the eyewitnesses had to
go4itp.
say," said James E. Starrs, a forensic scien- Stan-s said there was a complete skeleton
tist at George Washington University in and some tissue inside the coffin, which felt
Washington. "What we're after is who did apart when the lid was lifted, damaging
what, when and how." some of the bones. The remains were then
Long, Louisiana's governor from 1928 to taken to a laboratory in Lafayette, about 55
Long espoused a "share the wealth" philosophy.
Enemies said he was a demagogue who wanted to be
dictator of the United States.
193 1 , was a t 1.S. senator when he died, at age 42.
A rival of Franklin D. Roosevelt, Long -
known as the "Kingfish"- espoused a "share
the wealth" philosophy. Enemies said he
was a demagogue who wanted to be dictator
of the United States.
ito:hob
COMMUTER SERVICES —
NO FREE GAS! BUT WE DO  HAVE:
• Commuter/Non-Traditional Student Lounge
(microwave available)
• Off Campus Housing Listings & Information
• Single Parent Support Group
• Spouse/Dependent Activity Cards
• Child Care Information
• Emergency Care Information
• Courtesy Phone
• Non-Traditional Student Information
• Copies of the Commuter Chronicle
• Maps, Bus Schedules and other handouts
Commuter and NTS Scholarship Applications
(available October 1)
Second Floor, Memorial Union
8 am - 4:30 pm Monday - Friday Telephone 581-1820
THE UNION
Where Commuter and Non-Traditional Students Meet!
Commuter Services is a Division of the Center for Student Services,
University of Maine
miles away. Historians have suggested that
Weiss went to the Capitol to confront Long
about a dispute between the senator and
Weiss' in-laws. Starrs wants to examine
Weiss' hands in light of witness reports that
Weiss struck Long that day.
"It would be extremely difficult to strike
someone and shoot with the same hand,
unless he was slapping with one hand and
shooting with the other," Starrs said.
Weiss' son, Carl A. Weiss Jr., an ortho-
pedic surgeon in New York, gave permis-
sion for the exhumation.
"We have no reason to believe there is
any logic in thinking he contemplated a
violent crime like this," said Weiss, who
was 3 months old when his father was killed.
State police recently reopened its inves-
tigation of Long's death after receiving ev-
idence, including the purported murder
weapon, from the daughter of a former state
police superintendent.
Starrs said he was paying most of the
project's $7,000 to $10,000 cost.
Join us Wednesday, October 23rd
for a coffee break with...
DEVONSQUARE
•
8pm, in the Damn Yankee
Wednesday, October 23rd
No admission charge
FREE coffee and snacks
THE UNION BOARD
student programming for students
"() 
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• Hostage release
American Jesse Turner released in Lebanon after more than four yearsBy Walter Putnam
Associated Press Writer
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) — American
mathematics professor Jesse Turner, looking
pale and wan, was turned over to the U.S.
ambassadorTuesday after spending more than
4 1/2 years as a captive of Shiite Muslim
kidnappers in Lebanon.
His release, which involved some confu-
sion, was the fruit of intense U.N. efforts that
have since August led to freedom for three
other Western hostages.
The swap deals have led to freedom for
Arab detainees held by Israel and its allies and
the release of information on the fate of Israeli
soldiers missing in Lebanon.
With Turner's release, eight Western hos-
tages remain in Lebanon.
"I'd like to say I'm very happy to be out,
finally, and I'm looking forward to seeing my
family and my friends," the 44-year-old Boi-
se, Idaho native told reporters at the Syrian
Foreign Ministry at 9:20 a.m.
He had a bushy mustache, spoke in a soft
voice and looked pale, unsmiling and with-
drawn.
"I wish to thank everybody for all the help
they gave in exerting my release and I know
it will continue to get all the hostages re-
leased," said Turner, who wore glasses and a
beige jacket.
He told retibrters he was confident the
release of further hostages would come be-
fore too long but refused to answer when
asked if he had seen any other hostage while
in captivity.
Turner is known to have been held with
another American educator, 52-year-old Mann
Steen of Boston.
atiouts after his reported release on Monday.
On Saturday, Israel announced that it had
received proof that one of its servicemen
missing in Lebanon was dead. Israel wants
credible information on four other missing
servicemen.
On Monday morning, Israel freed 15 Leb-
"I wish to thank everybody, for all the help
they gave in exerting my release and I know it
will continue to get all the hostages released."
—former hostage Jesse Turner
Turner then departed aboard an American
C-141 plane for the U.S. military hospital at
Wiesbaden, Germany, where freed hostages
are customarily examined and debriefed.
He was to be reunited there with his wife,
Badr, and their daughter, Joanne, born five
months after he was kidnapped.
"This is the great time we have been
waiting for," Mrs. Turner said Monday night
from her Boise home after being informed of
the release by the State Department.
The release followed a weekend of fast-
paced moves by major players in the hostage
negotiations and confusion over Turner's where-
Stay tuned for...
11111111111III 4111111=11111,
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anese prisoners from among the 13(X) held by
its army and a proxy militia whose freedom is
demanded by the Shiite Muslim kidnappers
in Lebanon.
Both the United Nations and the group
holding Turner and Steen had said Sunday that
an American hostage would be released on
Monday, and Iran's official news agency report-
ed at midday that Turner had been released.
A senior Syrian official and American
officials then cast doubt on the report, saying
it appeared the Islamic Jihad for the Libera-
tion of Palestine, which held Turner, would
release him Tuesday.
One U.S. official suggested that the con-
fusion could stem from the fact that the fine
points of the release were being handled by
the tinned Nations and thus were out of 11 S
and Syrian hands.
Another factor could have been the tierce
fighting Monday around the headquarters of
the Shiite group Iiezbollah in the Bekaa val-
ley city of Baalbek, where many of the hos-
tages are believed held.
In addition, Israel bombed I fezbollah tar-
gets in southern Lebanon on Monday in ap-
parent retaliation for a Hezbollah attack that
killed three Israeli soldiers a day earlier.
Turner arrived in the Syrian capital early
Tuesday escorted by Syrian security men.
A different Shiite faction, Islamic Jihad,
issued a statement Monday saying the re-
newed Israeli air raids could hamper the U.N.
efforts to win freedom for the Westerners still
held.
Islamic Jihad holds Americans Terry
Anderson and Thomas Sutherland and Briton
Terry Waite.
The remaining missing Westerners in-
clude American Thomas Cicippio, two Ger-
mans and an Italian.
"Die longest held is Anderson, chief Mid-
dle East correspondent for The Associated
Press. tie was kidnapped on March 16, 1985.
Turner and Steen were abducted on Jan.
24, 1987 from Beirut University College,
where they taught.
Alcohol Awareness Month
Question: I think my friend has a problem with drinking
and I want to help. Should I say something to them?
Answer: If you are worried about your friend's drinking, don't
be afraid to bring it up. The key to helping is how you raise the
subject. One approach is to ask your friend if they think they
have a problem, or if they are concerned with the consequences
of their behavior. This may encourage openness and further
discussion. It's best to have a caring attitude.
For more information about Substance Abuse Services,or to submit questions for this column, stop byCutler Health Center, or call 581-4016.
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• Peace talks
Arafat says PLO will be a player in Mideast talks
By Dalia Baligh
Associated Press Writer
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — In moves bound to
raise Israeli ire, Yasser Arafat has pledged an
active PLO role at next week's Mideast peace
talks and the top Palestinian negotiator said his
team won't hesitate to openly back the PLO.
Their comments Monday - which threaten
Israel's demand for PLO exclusion from the
talks - underscore the difficulty of making any
sort of progress at a gathering that took months
even to schedule.
Israel considers the Palestine Liberation
Organization a terror group and has said it will
not attend the Oct. 30 meeting in Madrid unless
it is excluded. The PLO, however, says it is the
sole legitimate representative of the Palestin-
ian people displaced by Israel's creation.
The makeup of the Palestinian delegation,
which is to attend the meeting in a joint
delegation with Jordan, is among the touchi-
est issues surrounding the conference.
A top Israeli official reiterated Monday
that Israel will walk out if its conditions for
Palestinian representation aren't met.
"We will not sit across from people who are
members of the PLO, who have said that the
PLO appointed them and who are connected in
any way to the PLO," Yossi Ahimeir, aide to
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir, said Monday.
Yet Arafat, who has been making a swing
through the Middle East to try and coordinate
Arab appipaches to the talks, said any Palestinian
delegation would in effect represent the Pt A).
"Each and every person among the Palestin-
ian people represents the PLO," Arafat said after
meeting with Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak.
He said the Palestinians attending the talks
would coordinate closely with PLO officials.
Importantly, he said the PLO did not pick
the Palestinian representatives to the talks.
But he did say he appointed Faisal Husseini,
the main Palestinian negotiator in tall2Xvith
Secretary of State James A. Baker III that set
the ground rules for the conference.
The PLO leader added that he and Mubarak
"agreed on greater coordination, particularly
among the five front-line Arab parties" the
PLO, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and Egypt. The
five meet Wednesday in Syria to talk further.
Meanwhile, Haider Abdul-Shafi, the leader
of the Palestinian delegation to the confer-
ence, told Israeli army radio that his delega-
tion was "not going to refrain from affirming
that we are supporters of the PLO."
Haider Abdul-Shafi is a physician from
the occupied Gaza Strip.
In some corners of the Middle East, the
conference drew support.
Abdulla Bishara, the secretary-general of
the Gulf Cooperation Council, which groups
Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emir-
ates, Kuwait, Qatar and Oman, confirmed
that he would attend the conference.
The Persian Gulf states represented by
the council previously financed Palestinian
opposition to Israel, but cut off most aid off
after the PLO supported Iraq in the Persian
Gulf war.
Soviet Foreign Minister Boris Pankin,
whose country is sponsoring the talks with
the United States, said Monday that the Is-
raeli decision to attend showed the Jewish
state would "take a serious position during
the peace talks."
• Persian Gulf
Iraqi children are hurting due to problems from Gulf War
By Jim Drinkard
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Tens of thou-
sands of Iraqi children are at risk from malnu-
trition,contaminateddrinking water and short-
ages of medical supplies following the Per-
sian Gulf War, says a private report being
released today.
The report by an 87-member team of
experts who canvassed Iraq in August and
September also found that infant and child
mortality nearly quadrupled since the war's
end and that more than 900,000 children
Everything is
just a
perception,
so put on
your filters
and have a
happy life.
The All-Now gage
Car Wash
Automats • Tombless
4 Self Serve Bays 
0 0
Open Daily from 8 to 8
Wednesdays are Students Days!
S2.00 off our automatic wash
from noon to 6pm (I.D. required)
(Next to Thrihway Food (enter)
under 5 years of age were malnourished.
Psychologists found "unprecedented" lev-
els of anxiety, stress and abnormal behav-
ior in a survey of children of primary
school age.
"Nearly two-thirds of children interviewed
believe that they will not survive to become
adults," the report said.
The rate of low birth weight in Iraq also
has doubled or tripled, according to the re-
port, a draft of which was obtained Monday
by The Associated Press. The study, financed
by the United Nations Children's Fund and
several private foundations, was being re-
leased today in London.
Pointing to the report's conclusions, sever-
al members of Congress charged that the Bush
administration and the United Nations seem
unwilling to admit the gravity and urgency of
the problem, choosing instead to merely blame
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein.
At a hearing Monday, Rep. Lee Hamilton,
D-Ind., told the U.S. ambassador to the Unit-
ed Nations, Thomas Pickering, "You really
have not come to grips with the humanitarian
problem in Iraq."
"My impression is that very little is being
done inside Iraq to alleviate the suffering,"
added Hamilton, chairman of the House For-
eign Affairs subcommittee on the Middle East.
The United Nations in August adopted a
resolution that would amend an economic
embargo to allow sale of up to $1.6 billion
worth of Iraqi oil, with part of the proceeds to
be used to buy food and other humanitarian
supplies. But Iraq has not accepted the terms
of the relief program.
Pickering said he did not quarrel with the
findings of the report by the International
Commission on the Gulf Crisis, but he said
more study is needed before the international
community takes further action.
December Graduates!
If you are graduating on December 21, 1991, are planning to attend
Commencement Ceremonies, and have not turned in an "Application for
Degree" form, please stop by the Records Office,
Office of the Registrar, Wingate Hall, immediately!
Deadline: November
r—Guido's Guido's Guido's-1
buy two guido's and
get one All new
FREE Chicken,Cheese &
Broccoli Guido
Limit One Coupon Per Customer Per Visit
Expires 11/30/91
Manager's Special —1
Two (14") Medium Single Topping
Pizzas
Only $9.95+t0
Limit One Coupon Per Customer Per Visit
Eavires 1 1/30/91 
Ivtia oveo
'THREE LOCATIONS-OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
495 So. Main St.
Brewer
989-2333
33 Lincoln St.
Bangor
947-2771
154 Park St
Orono
866-5505
)Orono. Dine-in or Take-Out)
Buy One
Get One FREE
tJ One Small Pizza, Get One of
"Equal or Less Value for FREE
(Limited to 3 Toppings)
Limit One Coupon Per Customer Per Visit
L Eanres 1_11LV91 
_ j
E Whole Wheat Pizza
Tastes Good • Good For You
$1.00 OFF
Any Size
Limit One Coupon Per Customer Per Visit
EHires 11/30/91 
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Keg tags
from page 1
message to people, are they watching them-
selves, are they taking a chance?" Laughlin said.
Local liquor stores and law enforcement
agents agree the university and police crack-
down has significantly decreased partying
and keg sales from recent years.
"[Keg sales] are down considerably," said
Al Richards, owner of Thriftway. "There's no
question about it, it's been the university
crackdown. It's had a real impact."
"[Keg sales] have stayed pretty much the
same in the last couple of years, but have died
down in that last three or four years," Ray Char-
loux, manager of Beverage Warehouse, said.
Lowe said he attributes the partying de-
crease to increased law enforcement, coordi-
nation with the university and courts, and
education.
"This is my fifth year here and every year
it [the party situation] seems to get better and
better," he said.
" I think the whole party situation [de-
crease] itself is attributable to increased en-
forcement, working cooperatively with stu-
dent bodies, better cooperation with the judi-
cial system and education on what the laws
are. Judges and district attorneys are pushing
for more than the minimum fines.
"[Students should] realize that we're in
place to do a job. We're not just the meanies
who come to spoil someone's good time."
he said.
Senate from page 1
One club member expressed his disgust
with the process. "I've been sitting here for
two hours and I've seen no headway to this
meeting; this is my first interaction with
Student Government and I think it's embar-
rassing that this is the group which is run-
ning our campus. I see no organization here
at all."
The most constructive happening last
night was Director of Residential Life Din-
ing Services, Jon Lewis' speech to GSS,
addressing students' problems concerning
dining commons and the Bear's Den.
Lewis discussed the possible renovations
and changes to current dining facilities.
• clearing the Damn Yankee of the food
equipment in the back and reverting it to a
study area;
• establishing a food court in another
area of the Memorial Union;
• expanding existing meal plans and of-
fering more of a variety to students.
Lewis stressed that all of these proposi-
tions were still in the planning stages.
Lewis also questioned the senate on their
feelings about Pizza Hut's arrival in the
Bear's Den. Referring to Student Govern-
ment Stavros Mendros' comments on the
poor quality of the old pizza. Lewis said,
"We don't mind constructive criticism. This(Pizza Hut) is an example of our willingness
to listen to your wants," he said.
• Gender gap
Women's groups push issues in Thomas hearings aftermath
By Rita Beamish
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Feminists say
President Bush has created the "potential for
a gender gap" with his handling of Anita
Hill's allegations of sexual harassment against
Clarence Thomas on the heels of other actions
that make some women uneasy.
Women's groups say they intend to pack-
age the uproar over sexual harassment with
Bush's positions on abortion, parental leave
and other areas where they say Bush has been
a letdown into a political attack.
"There is tremendous potential for a can-
didate to use this as the hot button to symbol-
ize all the other double standard positions
with women," said Harriet Woods, president
Wed. 23
Fri. 25
Mon. 28
Wed. 30
Fri. 1
Mon. 4
Wed. 6
Fri. 8
Mon. 11
Wed. 13
Fri. 15
\ Mon. 18
\ Wed. 20'
Fri. 22
Mon. 25
of the National Women's Political Caucus.
Bush himself felt compelled to address the
issue last week, after his administration won
a gut-level battle to overcome Hill's charges
and put Thomas on the Supreme Court.
"1 don't think that I have, as a result of all
this, an increased problem with women,"
Bush said Thursday.
'The women's groups, feminist groups, that
were on the television every day berating those
that... voted for Thomas. I don't think they
speak for all the women in this country," he said.
Rep. Patricia Schroeder, D-Colo., ticked
off a list of areas where the president, who
campaigned on a promi se of a "kinder, gentler"
approach to social issues, may be vulnerable.
Among the issues:
• Bush supports overturning the Roe v.
October
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Football Finale
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Thanksgiving Recess
Tues. Nov. 26 - Mon. Dec. 2
Wed.
Fri.
Mon.
Wed.
Fri.
4
6
9
11
13
December
Holiday Issue
* Schedule is subject to change without notice
Editor (207) 581-1271
Advertising Manager 581-1273
Wade decision that legalized abortion. He
also blocked abortion-related bills, such as
the District of Columbia appropriations bill
that would allow local tax money to pay for
poor women's abortions.
• Fie vetoed legislation that would require
employers to give up to 12 weeks of unpaid
leave for worker illness or to care for a new-
born or adopted child, or an ill family mem-
ber. A new attempt at similar legislation also
faces a Bush veto threat.
• Bush vetoed extended unemployment
benefits for the long-term jobless, an econom-
ic issue of great concern to women.
The Thomas debate brought many of these
concerns for the forefront for women's activists.
Democratic pollster Celinda Lake said the
Thomas issue "creates a potential for a gender
gap" building on women's uneasiness (no!
Bush's economic policies and other issues
affecting women.
The president's advisers are prepared to
strike back, aware that-even though public
opinion polls show Bush has been generally
as popular among women as men, that could
change between now and Election day 1992.
The advisers believe that women alienat-
ed by the president's handling of the Thomas
nomination are a statistically small group of
educated, moderate, Republicans who are
pro-choice on abortion, said one GOP source
who requested anonymity.
The Bush camp was relieved by polls
finding a smaller gulf between men and wom-
en in backing Thomas over Hill than they had
expected.
ci.i.siny gone S4ui.ic
presents
Cathy Kregees Grand Central Waltz
The debut album of an exciting New York singer!
Acoustic rock flavored with jazz, blues, reggae.
Hear and buy it at:
DR. RECORDS (ORONO) GRASSHOPPER SHOP (BANGOR) BAD HABITS(BANGOR) THE CAMERA & PHOTO SMIMS (ELLSWORTH)
SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
Thanks to Rose Bike,
a little money can buy you
a lot of happiness.
Savings from $35 to $220.
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• Substance abuse study
Urban Maine comities have hi
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
Natives of urban Maine counties may bein for a shock, as a recent University of
Maine study rates them as having some of
the worst alcohol and drug
-abuse problemsin Maine.
Conducted by the UMaine Office of Sub-
stance Abuses Services, the project rated all
16 Maine counties using five categories of
problem indicators.
Using information gathered between
1987 and 1990, all 16 counties were then
ranked independently in each of the five
categories- alcohol mortality, alcohol and
drug related criminal violations, treatment
admission for substance abuse, alcohol sales
and Emergency Medical Service reports
where alcohol or drugs were indicated.
Once all the data was complied, the re-
port gave the state an overall and individual
picture of where the problem areas are in
each category, as well as a better indicator of
how to better distribute substance abuse
funding, said Dr. Robert Dana, UMaine
Substance Abuse Services coordinator and
study project director.
"It [the study] was really something the
state needed," he said. "In general, the state
gives out about nine million dollars a year
for drug and alcohol problems, so they need-
ed to know how to best divide the money."
Before the study, state substance abuse
funding was allocated on a per capita basis.
Dana said this is "a good way to do it if you
have no other way to go."
Report findings confirmed the predic-
tion that Maine still has a significant alcohol
problem, with all indicators supporting al-
cohol on the rise, Dana said.
"During the four year study there were
7,693 documented cases of alcohol treat-
ment in the whole state, while there were
only 53 people treated for heroin addiction.
"It's very obvious where our problems
are," he said. "If we have 80 percent of our
problems in alcohol [related problems], we
shouldn't be putting 80 percent of our mon-
ey into [treating] drug [related problems]."
Maine is currently ranked 11th in the
country in alcohol abuse. The study found
that 80 percent of the substance abuse prob-
lems in the state related to alcohol.
"We sort of expected that," Dana said.
"We know alcohol is not played up as
much as drugs, even though it is killing
the nation."
While many, including Dana, suspected
alcohol problems to be worse and more
prevalent in more rural counties, the study
found both alcohol and drug-abuse prob-
lems to be more rampant in urban rather than
in rural counties.
"I had predicted the opposite [of the
report's findings]," he said."! had thought if
you take [a community like] Cumberland
county there is a pretty wealthy community,
lots of opportunity, plenty of nightlife, and
alternatives to drinking.
"I said, 'You'll see less problems there
than in Washington county where you're
going to see less social and economic oppor-
tunities,' but that's not true," Dana said.
Dana attributed his "biggest surprise" to
the impact of community and family.
"What you see up
there [in rural coun-
ties], is family val-
ues, connections to
churches and inter-
connected schools,"
he said. "You see
people pulling to-
gether for the com-
mon good."
The worst over-
all alcohol problems
were found in An-
droscoggin, York,
Franklin and Cum-
berland, all relative-
ly urban counties,
while rural county
problems were ap-
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ZOOLOGY MAJORS
It's time for The Junior English Proficiency Exam:
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4th
7:00 p.m.
in 102 Murray Hall
It is required that you take this exam before you graduate.
For all Zoology Majors including Biology (B.A. only),
Clinical Lab Sciences (Med. Tech., Cytotechnology)
Majors in the College of Sciences.
Juniors must take this exam.
est substance abuse
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parent, but lower than predicted.
While on a per capita basis Maine has
drug problems similar to the rest of the
nation, the incidence of drug use is low due
to the lack of populous urban centers, a poor
economy and low income, Dana said.
"If you're a heroin addict you need to
make $300 to $400 a day, 365 days a year,"
he said. "You could not survive here as a true
criminal who needed to make that much
money. We just don't have the geography or
environment to support it."
During the four year study there was
only one drug-related death in the State of
Maine, yet in 1991 there have already been
three deaths in Portland.
In addition, overall arrests for drug traf-
ficking increased from 339 in 1987 to 1,102
in 1990, while arrests for possession of
illicit drugs decreased from 1,493 in 1987 to
Maine Campus graphic by Shawn Anderson
1,102 in 1990.
"I think it probably indicates a shift in
focus of moving to interdiction and trying to
get the drug dealers," Dana said. "Plus I
, think more people are dealing in drugs."
As a result of the study, the state will now
be able to tailor allocation of substance
abuse funding to fit the counties needs as far
as education, prevention and treatment.
The study will also allow UMaine's Sub-
stance Abuse Services to better individual-
ize treatment of substance abuse patients
from Maine now that they have a better
handle on their home environment.
"It's going to help us in general to be
much more sensitive to the needs of stu-
dents," Dana said. "From the university's
perspective, we now know where the hot
spots are in different counties, and we can
track students as they come in ."
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
SUGARLOAF NIGHT
SKI MOVIE
Greg Stump's best film Blizzard of Ahaaaa's
SUGARLOAF SEASON PASS SPECIAL
• • • FILM NIGHT ONLY $250.00 • • •
Season pass available till November 4th $325
Damn Yankee in the Memorial Union
6:00 & 9:00 p.m. Thursday, October 24
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EditorialPage
• Keg Tagging
Party hardly with new
state keg ordinance
On Oct. 9, the State of Maine became the fourth state inthe nation to enact keg tagging laws.
Designed to curb the plague of underage drinking, liquorstores will issue numbers to kegs purchased. Any persons
caught with minors drinking off their keg will receive a largefine and the possibility of jail time.
A nice idea in theory, but keg laws are a little late. Most
of the time, kegs are used at large gatherings where the returninvestment potential is large and assured. The majority oflarge parties on campus used to take place at fraternities and
sororities, but due to university policy, organizations havingparties on-campus must have ResLife cater the party ifalcohol is being served. On-campus kegs were out of vogue
many years ago. Strike One.
Parties then moved off-campus, became loud and ob-
noxious, and gained the ire of Orono residents and localpolice. Now party ordinance proposals are on the table at theOrono Town Council. The new laws will affect minors kegdrinking off-campus, however few and far between. StrikeTwo.
Now we have the new keg tagging laws, which will
affect only those buying expensive kegs, risking a huge fine
and a hassle from our friends at Orono P.D., party ordinance
or not. Strike Three. You're all out.
These laws will only move students, legal and minor, to
new, less risky forms of drinking.
There are just too many ways around this new law. What
will happen next, a limit to how much alcohol one can buy
at a store within a five mile radius of the university?
It's a nice try, but better luck next time.(MAA)
• Civil rights
'Where will all this
American apathy end?
Recently the United States has seen a variety of atrocities
on the political front.
First we confirm to the Supreme Court a man who has a
cloud of suspicion hanging over him about sexual harass-
ment. Has everyone forgotten that one of the major issuesfacing the Court is whether or not to overturn Roe V. Wade?Thomas refused to tell the people of the U.S. what hisposition is on this issue. I think everyone knows that the man
must have formulated some opinion on this subject as ajudge. Every blue-collar worker in the nation certainly hastheir own opinions about the topic. So much for equal rights
and freedom of choice.
As the political campaigns around the country begin totake-off the focus shifts to Louisiana where David Dukes,former high-ranking leader of the Ku Klux Klan is runningfor governor. He hasn't renounced the beliefs of the KKK,yet he has a good chance of winning.
The progress that was made during the last 40 years in
the area of civil rights will probably be demolished in the
next few years by people like these two men. The worst partis that the American people will be allowing this.
Once again, the American people lose. Guaranteed there
will be complaining when it's too late. (C.IC)
These Viear vi.93 have
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It's just a ballgame
The latest sports controversey
these days is not about steroids or
boycotts, but about the Atlanta
Braves. It's not because they're
losing, but about their mascot.
You see, the American Indian
Movement and a few other groups
want Atlanta to change their mas-
cot from a brave to something else
because they consider it.a had ste-
reotype of American Indians. They
also consider the fans' famous
"tomahawk chop" to be especially
demeaning.
So there have been some pro-
tests, welcome media coverage,
and some ragging on Jane Fonda.
But I'm not going to say any-
thing about her or Ted Turner, I'm
here to say the Braves debate is no
big deal.
Sports teams have plenty of
names from ethnic or racial groups:
the Vancouver Canucks, the Min-
nesota Vikings, and the Boston
Celtics are the names of just a few.
"Canuck" is a derogatory term
for people of French extraction,
yet the C'anucks remain a very pop-
ular hockey team and nobody has-
sles them when they come to Que-
bec.
And no one of Nordic extrac-
tion seems to be offened that their
people are strerotyped by the Min-
nesota Vikings. You would think
they all wear armored breastplates,
brandish swords and have long,
braided hair.
There's plenty of that at the
opera and no one complains about
that either.
The Celtic's mascot is a lepre-
chaun dressed in green who has a
big shillelagh, which does not both-
er an Irishman like me. In fact, I'm
very proud that the Celtics chose
an Irish midget (height impaired)
as its mascot. They have a great
past and hopefully will have abet-
ter future, and I hope the little
Gaelic squirt never leaves half-
Michael
Reagan
court.
If their names were the Boston
Brahmins, Massacusetts Gover-
nor William Weld could be their
mascot, but it wouldn't be the
same.
Boston Brahmins are a rich,
well-educated elite. There's noth-
ing pugnacious about them because
they never had to work for any-
thing in their lives. You need a
mascot which gives an image of
toughness for Boston, and for my
biased money, it's the Celts.
I would even go so far as say
that fanantics would not bother me
either. Say there's an undercurrent
of jokes about Irish drinking. Sure
the mascot's winking, he could be
half-cocked, but I'm talking about
something like "the chop." Maybe
the fans could have their own pan-
tomime gesture where they tilt their
heads back with their right hands
upraised in a fist like they're drink-
ing. Call it "the Celtic Swill." I
don't care.
Not all Irish are alkys and some
nuns and uptight rosary-clingers
might be shocked, but who cares.
I'm sure many of my fellow Irish
could handle it because we have
the ability to laugh at oursleves.
It all comes down to the fact
that mascots are supposed to give
an impression of strength and pow-
er no matter how cartooinish a
mascot may be. Nobody picks
something which is equated with
wimpiness.
You would never see the Poor
White Trash or the Black Welfare
Mothers hitting the field. But Team
X, on the other hand, is a team
name that gives off a powerful
image.
The list could go on. The Hong
Kong Rickshaw Drivers would
never be much of a draw for fans.
but the Hanoi Viet Cong would be
sure to have fans coming out just to
see them in their black pajamas.
The New York Kittens, the Jer-
sey Mourning Doves, or the Cali-
fornia Worms are names no team
would even consider. They're
meek, timid animals which do not
scare or intimidate anyone.
That's why lions, tigers, and
bears are so popular as mascots
They're tough animals which scare
people.
So what kind of names do they
want? The Atlanta Peaceful Na-
tive Americans °pressed by White
Men versus the Minnesota Similar
Siblings? (You don't want to ste-
roetype twins either)
How about the New York
Northern Americans? The Boston
Sober Irish-Americans? The Min-
nesota Friendly Nordic People'
The Philadelphia Patriotic but not
Nationalistic 76'ers?
Names of teams not only have
to sound tough, they have to be
short. How are you supposed to fit
these team names on a penant?
But any such names are bogus
in the first place. It comes down to
the fact that every group of people
should feel good enough about
themselves that a litle joking or a
few team mascots shouldn't both-
er them.
Ours is an age of hypersensitiv-
ity where the noisy few whine and
get plenty attention over minor is-
sues. And somehow changing
names changes people's percep-
tions and perhaps even reality.
Maybe in Wonderland, but not
around here.
Michael Reagan is from fort-
land, Maine and isn't oppressed
by anybody.
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THE CAMPUS CRIER
WEEKENDER
Thursdcad
Friday
Saturdill
Sunday
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
700 ..m.
No Popcorn Cinema. Lolita. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
Feature Film. The Rescuers Down Under. 130 Little Hall. Free.
Feature Film. The Rescuers Down Under. 130 Little Hall. Free.
The Coffee House. Movie followed by a band. The Ram's Horn.
Thursday Night at the Den. Featuring Mystic Blues. The Bear's Den, Memorial Union.
Maine Masque Theater. Terra Nova. Hauck Auditorium. Students free with ID.
Ski Club Film. Sleeper. Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
Maine Masque Theater. Terra Nova. Hauck Auditorium. Students free with ID.
No Popcorn Cinema. Barry Lyndon. Nuttcr Lounge, Memorial Union.
Maine Masque Theater. Terra Nova. Hauck Auditorium. Students free with ID.
Night Falls. An evening of music, mystery, and murder. Optional: costumes or semi-formal
dress. Damn Yankee, Memorial Union. Admission charge.
UMaine Football. Black Bears vs. Connecticut.
No Popcorn Cinema. Spartacus. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
Maine Masque Theater. Terra Nova. Hauck Auditorium. Students frcc with ID.
The Guildhall String Ensemble With Michala Petri. Maine Center for the Arts. Admission.
C,ontradance with the Marsh Island Band. Guest Caller: Ted Sannella. Pot Luck supper at
6:30 p.m., dancer's workshop at 7:00 p.m. Orono Community Center, Bennoch Road.
UMaine Field Hockey. Black Bears vs. New Hampshire.
Maine Masque Theater. Terra Nova. Hauck Auditorium. Students frcc with ID.
The Minnesota 0 .era. The Ma ic Flute, b Mozart. Maine Center for the Arts. Admission.
Friday, Oct. 23 to Friday, Oct. 25
MOVIES
Wednesday 23
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Spartacus. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union. Free.
7:00 & 9:00 p.m. Feature Film.
The Rescuers Down tinder.
130 Little Hall. Free.
Thursday 24
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Lolita.
Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
7:00 & 9:00 p.m. Feature Film.
The Rescuers Down Under.
130 Little Hall. Free.
8:00 p.m. Ski Club Film. Sleeper.
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
Friday 25
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Barg
Lyndon. Nuttcr Lounge, Memorial
Union.
Saturday 26
700 p.m. No Popcorn Gnema. Spartacus.
Nutter Loungr., Metissial Union. FM.
Monday 28
1200 p.m. No Popcorn Grierna. Freaks.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
Tuesday 29
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn G110712. Creepshow.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
Wednesday 30
1200 p.m. No Popcorn Gnerna. Invasion o
the Body Snatchers. Sutton Lounge,
Meinolial Union Fire.
*Blood Drive
Monday, October 28th
Sponsored by Circle K
Memorial Union 12 - 5 p.m.
Wednesday, October 30th 
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega
Hart Hall, 2 - 7 p.m.
I fr
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
Wednesday 23
8:00 p.m. Coffee Break with the
Devonsquare Trio. This Portland-based
trio has opened for such artists as Bonnie
Raitt, Roy Orbison, Suzanne Vega, and
Livingston Taylor. Damn Yankee.
Thursday 24
7:00 p.m. The Coffee House. Movie
followed by a band. The Ram's Horn.
8:00 p.m. Thursday Night at the Den.
Featuring Mystic Blues. The Bear's Den.
8:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater. Terra
Nova. This compelling story of Robert
Scott's ill-fated expedition to the South
Pole captures in an epic sweep the
heroism, British pride, and upper class
resolve in the face of incredible odds.
Hauck Auditorium. Students free w/ID.
Friday 25
2:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater. Terra
Nova. Hauck Auditorium. Students free
w/1D.
8:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater. Terra
Nova. Hauck Auditorium. Students free
w/ID.
8:00 p.m. Night Falls. An evening of
music, mystery, and murder. Optional:
costumes or semi-formal dress. Damn
Yankee. Admission charge.
Saturday 26
8:00 p.m. Maine Masque
Theater. Terra Nova. Hauck Auditorium.
Students free w/ID.
8:00 p.m. The Guildhall String Ensemble
With Michala Petri. Maine Center for the
Arts. Admission.
8:00 p.m. Contradance with the Marsh
Island Band. Guest Caller Ted Sannella.
Pot Luck supper at 6:30 p.m., dancer's
workshop at 7:00 p.m. Orono
Community Center, Bcnnoch Road.
Sot* 27
2:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater. Terra
Nova. Hauck Auditorium. Students fire
w/ID.
7:00 p.m. The Minnesota Opera. The
Magic Flute, by Mozart. Maine Center for
the Arts. Admission.
Monday 28
12:15 p.m. Monday Jazz.. Damn Yankee
Tuesday 29
7:00 p.m. Poetry Reading. Faculty,
graduate students, and undergrads.
Cash bar with ID. The Ram's Horn.
Free- Donations Welcome.
NEED A RIDE, 
Send the following information to 1.6 Chadbourne
r
insamor
le-72
dtp•Ar:401.'t.b.„
xf
Wei 0 4,
Hall or call 581— 4359
Ride Needed or Riders Wanted (Circle One)
Where to:
When:
Share in Gas? Driving?
Name:
Phone #:
Choosing Majors and Careers
vtui
A workshop designed for students thinking of changing
majors or who are undecided about their choice of major.Decision-making and exploring connections between majors andcareers will be covered. Sponsored by the Career Center and theCounseling Center.
Tuesday, November 5th at 2:00 p.m.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
l'he Campus Crier
Wednesday 23
3:15 p.m. The Study Skills Series.
Writing College Papers. North Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. The Union Board.
General membership meeting, everyone
welcome. Student Programming Office,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. The Equestrian Club. Al! horse
lovers and riders are encouraged to come
and show support. Open to faculty, staff,
and students. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. UMaine Archeological Society.
Discussions in archeology with slides, films,
and videos. lively interaction and social
events. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Maine Outing Club. North
Lown Room, Memorial Union.
Thursday 24
12:00 p.m. Learning Disabilities Self
Advocacy Project. Understanding our own
needs and abilities, and using what we
know in order to help ourselves and each
other. Stop in for a few minutes or longer,
until 2:00 p.m. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
4:00 p.m. Spanish Club. Opportunity to
listen and practice Spanish, talking about
specific topics. Come even if you only speak
a little Spanish. 207 Little Hall.
6:30 p.m. The Wilde Stein Club. Weekly
meetings plan events and discuss issues and
concerns. All welcome. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.
700 p.m. UMaine Chess Club. Skink games,
short tournaments, speed chess, all abilities
Weintne. FFA Room, Mal 
 Union.
Friday 25
4:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous. Open
step meeting, all welcome. Old Town
Room, Memorial Union.
Monday 28
12:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous. Open
meeting, all welcome. Old Town Room,
Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m. Student Environmental Action
Coalition. Meets every Monday. Call
581-3300 for more info. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. International Folk Dance Club.
Hauck Lobby, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Circle K. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union. For Information, call the
Student Activities Office at 581-1793.
Tuesday 29
6:00 p.m. General Student Senate.
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. East and We Campus Area Board.
Stewart Commons Private Dining Room.
Need Someone to Talk To?
If you need to talk to
someone about anything, call
The Student Helpline
 from
5:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. at
581-4020. 
THE RIDE BOARD
Ride Needed:
Where: South Jersey When: November 22
Who: Joe Kucowski Phone: 581-4828
Will share gas and driving.
Friday, Oct. 23 to Friday, Oct. 25
RELIGION
Wednesday 23
4:30 p.m. Women at the Well.
A time to share songs, sacred
readings, and silence.
Thursday 24
12:00 p.m. Lectionary Bible Study.
1912 Room, Memorial Union.
12:15 p.m. Ecumenical Bible
Study. 1912 Room, Memorial
Union.
7:30 p.m. The Campus Crusade
for Christ. Programs designed for
you to grow closer to God, help
others to grow closer, and have a
great time. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Friday 25
6:30 p.m. The Inter Varsity
Christian Fellowship. An
interdenominational group of
students, staff, and faculty. We
welcome those who wish to grow in
their relationship with God, as well
as those wanting to investigate
Christianity. Bangor Lounges,
Memorial Union.
Sday21
9:30 a.m. & 6:15 p.m. Sunday
Liturgy (Mass). The Newman
Center.
11:15 a.m. Sunday Liturgy (Mass).
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
5:00 p.m. Wilson Center Worship
and Celebration. Followed by a
light supper. The Wilson Center,
67 College Ave.
5:00 p.m. Episcopal Campus Worship
Service. Drummond Chapel,
Memorial Union.
United Nations Day
Thursday, October 24th
aThe Campus Crier Friday, Oct. 23 to Friday, Oct. 25
SPEAKERS •
Wednesday 23
12:15 p.m. Women in the Curriculum.
Gender and Conversation in the 19th
Century. With Naomi Jacobs, Associate
Professor of English. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union. Free.
7:00 p.m. Pre-Law Society Guest
Speaker. Featuring Don Zillman, Dean,
Univeisity of Maine School of law.
North Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.
Thursday 24
12:20 p.m. The Controversy Series.
Civil Disobedience, Nuclear Weapons,
and the Aegis Plowshares at the
Bath Iron Works. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Wednesday 30
12:15 p.m. Women in the Curriculum.
Amazons and Empowerment: The
Curious History ofa Cultural Ideal.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
rei,„e
Misc_i_ar_ ATHLETICS
Thursday 24
4:00 p.m. Reflection and Action Group.
The Wilson Center, 67 College Ave.
Friday 25
4:00 p.m. International Student's
Coffee Hour. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Tuesday 29
7:30 a.m. Yoga and Meditation.
The Wilson Center, 67 College Ave.
Daily
8:00 a.m. The Wilson Center is open
for coffee/quiet meetings daily from
8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
Saturday 26
10:00 a.m. UMaine Football.
Black Bears vs. Connecticut.
Sunday 27
1:00 p.m. UMaine Field Hockey.
Black Bears vs. New Hampshire.
visit1, the
writing
center
The Writing Center opens its doors to work
with anyone
 
on any
 piece of writing.
Monday - Thursday
9 - 12, 1 - 4, 7 - 9 p.m.
Friday
9- 12, 1 - 4 p.m.
402 Neville Hall 581-3828
"When the burden gets too heavy, share the
load"
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• Column response
Test evaluation was appropriate
To the editor:
You aimed unfairly in your
October 21 column, "My Losing
Position." The words you quoted
were hardly the "sole comment" I
made on that failing exam, which
the student had treated as a farce
by giving nonsensical and prepos-
terous answers.
This was no innocent failure by
a neophyte caught by surprise; the
student is a senior and ought to
know better. The word I used de-
scribes his performance precisely.
There could be no "open exchange
of ideas" because there were no
ideas there.
In fairness, your readers should
know that the student did not re-
trieve his exam until ten days after
it was available. Nor did he come
in the talk to me about it until after
your column had appeared.
I fail to see how you can hope to
marshall an argument against a
whole institution (or "the adminis-
tration") on the basis of one stu-
dent's contempt for course require-
ments and my harsh evaluation of
it, not to mention the student's eva-
sion in confronting his failure. It
might also enlighten your readers
to know who this student is: you
• Coming Out Day
Letter didn't judge
To the editor:
After reading Monday's
Maine Campus Editorial Section,
I feel compelled to respond to
Eric Chapman's written criticism
of John Barry's letter. Mr. Chap-
man seems to be a champion at
judgement making without any
basis. I read Mr. Barry's letter
and could find no judgements for
or against homosexuals whatso-
ever.
He did note that the compre-
hensive fee, which is extracted
from all students, was being used
to pay for a celebration for a
small percentage of the universi-
ty's population. I for one agree
with Mr. Barry. If any organiza-
tion on this campus wants to have
a celebration they should finance
it themselves.
As for Mr. Chapman's state-
ment: " ... to educate the univer-
sity population of the existence
of gay, lesbian, and bisexual per-
sons in their classes, residence
halls, work places and families,"
I would like to point out that
many people are well aware of
the presence of these people ex-
pressing their views in public, no
one should be forced to say they
like or even agree with this par-
ticular line of thought.
I also found Mr. Chapman's
backhanded personal slurs
against Mr. Barry cowardly. Take
a good look in the mirror Mr.
Chapman, you might find some
ignorance of your own.
Tom Collins
say that education is a give and
take, yet you use only my name and
suppress his.
And Janet Malcolm notwith-
standing, since when is it good
journalistic practice to put quota-
tion marks around paraphrases of
what I said during a relatively
lengthy phone conversation?
Ulrich Wicks
Associate Professor, English
(Editors note: All quotes used
in the column are direct, not para-
phrased.)
• Police
Speed limit is unnecessary
To the editor.
Re. Oct. 9 article, State Troopers
Hitting Speeders from the Air:
The actions of these misnamed
"protectors of the public" (they're
actually revenue collectors) are rep-
rehensible and disgusting. These
ticket producing activities have noth-
ing to do with safety and everything
to do with politics and money.
If such activities were to serve
safety, then why focus on the roads
with the safest safety records tradi-
tionally?The Limited Access "high
speed" roads have always had the
hest safety records.
Why does Trooper Pushard think
he's kidding with his double talk?
The article quotes him as saying
"the purpose (of the Airwing Patrol)
is to have voluntary compliance not
to give out speeding tickets," he
Eciorial Policy
Letters to the editor of The Maine Campus should be no longer than 250 words
long and must contain a name, address and phone number.
Guest columns must be arranged with the editor
and may be up to 450 words long. The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit
all submissions for lenght, rtase and libel.
• Coming Our Day
Fee should be used more fairly
To the editor:
In response to Mr. Pickert's let-
ter, I feel he missed the point that
Mr. Barry was trying to get across.
Nowhere in Barry's letter did any
"gay bashing" take place.
It seemed to me the intent of the
letter was to show the Student Sen-
ate that our comprehensive fee
should be used to benefit a major-
ity of the student population. If the
1 in 10 theory still holds, that means
that 12,804 students paid for a
celebration to benefit 1,280. That
to me seems unfair. It is not unfair
because of the group it represents
but because of the percentage.
I would have the same belief if
the football team used my compre-
hensive fee to have a victory party.
I'm sure that if Mr. Pickert
looked at this issue unemotional-
ly, he would see that Mr. Barry's
letter was not aimed at the Gay/
Lesbian community, rather the
people who decide where our com-
prehensive fee goes. Maybe he
feels this is a chance to get on his
soapbox and preach to get support
for his group.
We are in a time where fees are
being assessed us for things we are
not interested in. Some people hap-
pen to take offense at paying for
celebrations that includes a mini-
mum number of the student body.
If any of my statements offend Mr.
Pickert or anyone else, I LX) apol-
ogize!!
Boyd A. Kronholm
then says "In the thiee months I
gave out at least 770 summons with
$88 being the cheapest fine on the
Interstate."
Those 770 tickets in 3 months
equals 3080 tickets per year. At $88
each ticket, coupled with a kanga-
roo court system, means a mini-
mum of $271,040 in the state's back
pocket each year, each trooper!
That's a lot of money, I can only
wonder how these officers sleep at
night when they thoughtlessly fol-
low orders to rob the very citizens
that they took oaths to protect from
crime.
The arbitrary National Maxi-
mum Speed Limit was hastily set 17
years ago by Congress, for political
reasons, on Interstate "Express-
ways" specified by road Engineers
for 70-75 m.p.h. (30 or more years
ago when cars were not what they
are today in the way of tires, brakes,
and suspension.)
Germany's Autobahn has traffic
which flows at 120 k.p.h. (75 m.p.h.)
or better, with many stretches hav-
ing no arbitrary freeway speed limit.
Suggested restrictions are posted for
hill crests and curves and Germans
obey these limits voluntarily because
they know that the limit is there for
a reason!
Our chocked-regulated roads pro-
duce 2.4 deaths for every 100 mil-
lion miles of travel. Germany boasts
0.96 deaths for the same distance
travelled! Arbitrary speed limits are
rejected by German authorities who
apparently view them as unneces-
sary even though the faster cars do
travel at triple digit speeds.
Tom Childs
Orono
• Bear's Den
Recycling ends at Den
To the editor:
Pizza Hut is now at the Bear's
Den. How nice it is that University
Dining Services has made quality
pizza available on campus? The
university has rescinded its com-
mitment to waste reduction and re-
cycling and has encouraged the "love
thy money more than thy neighbor"
adage. The waste generated by Piz-
za Hut at the Bear's Den is tenfold
what it used to be without Pizza Hut.
So where do all those 'tins' go any-
Why? In the special trash can, and
recycled?
Wrong, it's all a joke. They go
to the landfill. According to Pizza
Hut management the shelf life of a
personal pan pizza is only 24 hours.
This means that at the end of each
night employees of the Bear's Den
are responsible for throwing away
all unsold pizi2s. On Friday the
19th approximately 200 pizzas were
trashed.
I would hope that during an eco-
nomic recession the University
would feel the need to support local
business when considering changes
in the market. I would he much more
supportive of the changes if local
area pizza restaurants were in the
place of Pizza Hut. However, sup-
porting the local business may pose
a higher risk to the cash generated
for "University Inc" Not to men-
tion the fact that Pizza Hut is a part
for Pepsico, a huge multi-corpora-
tion that is known for exploitation in
other countries. I wouldn't be sur-
prised to see McDonald's and Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken in the Den next.
Philip Taylor
Betsy Lorom
Dian Desjardins
Nuwan Waidyanatha
•
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
* *
For Wednesday October 23
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: An
interesting combination of Libran and Scorpio
personality traits intermingle in those born on
this date. You have a well balanced view of
money and expenditures. You are very frugal,
until you find something you really want!
Fortunately, your skill with money gives you
the cash to indulge your whims from time to
time. You also have a special talent for finding
secondary sources of income.
ARIES (March 20 — April 19) : The Full
Moon in Aries makes you independent and
uncompromising in your visionspf the future.
Follow current trends to their lbeical conclu-
sion to get a glimpse of things to come.
TAURUS (April 20 — May 20) : Positive
changes are developing in your romantic life.
An old conflict can finally be put to rest! "Win-
ning" doesn't seem as important as it once did.
GEMINI (May 21 — June 30) : You're
motivated to get things done when the Sun
enters Scorpio. Expediency untempered by
diplomacy can cost you the goodwill of your
associates, so push yourself, not others.
CANCER (June 21 —July 22) : Your commu-
nity standing receives a welcome boost during
the Full Moon in Aries. Efforts made to better
your local envimnment benefit everyone!
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22) : Taking care of family
business must come first when the Sun enters
Scorpio and your solar 4th house. A change in your
daily surmundings is aLso highly reainunerided.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22) : The rapid
flow of people and information into and out of
your life won't give you much time for reflec-
tion. Important decisions must be given due
consideration, regardless of time pressures.
LIBRA (Sept 23—(ct. 23): The positive effect
on your financial position is not matched with an
equally beneficial romantic trend! Go very slow-
ly where matters of the heart are concerned.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21) : A cycle of
increased confidence and personal charm
begins when the Sun enters Scorpio and your
solar 1st house! You have the power to re-
solve disputes in your favor at home and on
the job.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22— Dec. 21) : The
desire to get away from everything and every-body may take social Sagittarians by surprise
this morning. You need time to put the past in
perspective before plunging ahead.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22— Jan. 19) : A new
friend enters your life, but more important is
strengthening your ties with long time compan-ions. Make time for those feeling neglected.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18) : Coming
changes in the workplace can be beneficial to you.For the present they will press you to put in moretime and effort just to stay even. A mixed blessing.
PISCES (Feb. 19— March 19) : Curiosity
and restlessness lead you away from every-day experiences into new and novel activi-ties! The Full Moon in Aries also holds thepotential of a financial windfall.
-r
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Your Daily
Horoscope
(4 ) By Carl Paul * *
For Thursday October 24
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: In-
tense and enigmatic, an air of mystery sur-
rounds you. You are famous for your pow-
erful emotions and your uncompromising
determination to reach your ambitions. Your
strong desire to achieve your goals is both
a positive and negative factor in your life.
You let nothing stand in your way, which
can be more than a little intimidating to
others less motivated.
ARIES (March 20 — April 19) : An active
and productive aspect moves into influence
today. Aggressive, creative, and competitive,
you think and work faster than anyone else.
TAURUS (April 20—May 20) : A thirst for
knowledge guides your actions when Venus
trines Neptune. Following through on a desire
to polish up an old skill will have a surprising
impact on your earning power in 1992!
GEMINI (May 21 — June 30) : Trust your
ability to spot the right course of action in times
of stress! When it comes to handling money,
your first choice is the right choice today.
CANCER (June 21 — July 22) : Your imag-
ination can provide profitable ideas, but you
will have a great deal of trouble implementing
them alone. Teaming up with a Sagittarian and/
or Scorpio native will help get things rolling.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22) : A reward for a
good deed is likely to come in the form of inside
information leading to a new job or investment
opportunity when Venus trines Neptune!
VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22) : Trust you
judgement, if it feels right: do it Personal
gains cannot be made without some risk.
Prepare for upcoming events as best you can,
then go for it! You will succeed.
LIBRA (Sept 23 —Oct 23): Directing the tide
of change into constructive channels will accom-
plish your desires without too much of a struggle.
You're not one to argue with the weather.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23— Nov. 21) : It's better
to be lucky than good, and you're both when
a Venus/Neptune aspect lights up your life!
You have a sixth sense when it comes to
choosing the risks to take.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21) : You
have the ability to persuade and convince
even the most reluctant individuals to go
along with your plans. Put personal projects
and goals into motion!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22— Jan. 19) : Intro-
ducing new faces to your network of friends
and associates has important social, and pos-
sibly romantic implications. Don't restrict
access to only a favored few.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18) : The
support of an influential friend may not be
readily apparent, but it is real nonetheless.
Favors come from an unexpected source.
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19) : Your first
impressions concerning people are right on
target when Venus trines Neptune! Your sym-
pathetic nature could cause you to second guess
yourself, however. Trust your gut feelings.
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products
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26 Boasts
27 Take away
courage
28 Ford's folly
29 Facts
30 Retain
31 Winged
34 Objects
35 Furniture
features
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jazz
40 Farm machine
41 Faultfinder
42 Clumsy boat
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (750 each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m., or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1 -on -1 with a professional astrol-
* 
oger about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a matt of $2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3036.
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SportsNews • Bevins murder trial enters third day of testimony• McKernan hopes to hold off on workers' comp legislation
• Snowmobile thief's conviction upheld in Supreme Court
• Murder trial
Evidence shown to jury on day 3 of Bevins trialALFRED, Maine (AP) - A torn-up photo-graph oflacgueline and John Bevins that was
retrieved from a wastebasket in the couple'sbathroom after Bevins was shot was shown tojurors Tuesday, the third day of testimony in
Mrs. Bevins' murder trial.
Ronald Kaufman, a forensic chemist with
the Maine State Police crime laboratory, saidhe reassembled the photograph, which was
found by investigators near Bevins' bullet-
riddled body.
Kaufman also identified other items takenfrom the home, some of which tested positive
for human blood and in some cases the same
type as the victim's. He said blood was found
on a large white t-shirt found in a bathroom
hamper and on a water glass partially filled
with vodka that was left in the kitchen.
Raymond Hazen, who worked as a care-
taker at the couple's oceanfront home in York,
recalled that on one occasion during the win-
ter of 1988-89, he spotted a handgun in the
bathroom cabinet. Hazen said the weapon
appeared to be loaded.
Hazen was shown the handgun found in
the bathroom after Bevins was shot and saidit looked like the one he had seen.
Mrs. Bevins is accused of shooting her
husband 15 times on April 3, 1990. The de-fense does not dispute that Mrs. Bevins fired
the fatal shots, but contends that she acted in
self-defense after enduring physical and sexual
abuse throughout her 23-year marriage.
The state maintains that Mrs. Bevins shother husband to avoid public humiliation afterhe told her the day before that he planned to
move to an Ogunquit apartment with his 26-
year-old girlfriend.
A friend of the couple testified on Monday
that Mrs. Bevins told her husband she didn't
care about his affairs with other women but
would kill him if he ever left her.
Richard Payeur of Ogunquit told the jury
of a conversation in which Mrs. Bevins com-
plained that her 47-year-old husband was
away from home too much of the time.
Then, according to the witness, Mrs. Bev-ins lowered her voice and said, "Jack, I know
you're screwing around on me. I don't care.
But if you ever leave me, I'll blow your ... head
off. No other woman will ever have you."
Payeur said the conversation in which
Mrs. Bevins threatened her husband tookplace during the summer of 1989 at the Bay
Wharf. He said Mrs. Bevins' comments were
not made in jest.
"I remember she lowered her voice, andknowing Jackie that was the time to listen," he
testified.
Payeur said he never saw the couple's
angry words lead to a physical fight, nor did he
ever see Bevins threaten his wife.
The witness recalled an occasion when he
was on the receiving end of one of Mrs.
Bevins' threats.
"She told me she'd kill me to teach Jack a
lesson," Payeur testified under cross-exami-
nation.
"You sure?" said defense counsel Daniel
Lilley.
"I'm positive. You don't forget that kind
of thing," Payeur replied.
Earlier Monday, Justice Kermit Lipez
denied a prosecution bid to introduce a sur-prise witness who would testify that the de-fendant told her hours before the killing that
she was afraid she was going to shoot her
husband.
Assistant Attorney General Thomas Good-
win identified the witness as Susan O'Brien
of Portsmouth, N.H., a friend of Mrs. Bevins
who had spoken to her by phone around 8:30
a.m. on the day of the shooting.
Although Mrs. O'Brien's name was not
on the list of potential witnesses, Goodwin
argued that she should be permitted to testifybecause of new information that came to light
since she and her husband were interviewedby Maine State Police last November.
Goodwin said the testimony would focus
on the phone conversation between Mrs.
O'Brien and Mrs. Bevins.
"Mrs. Bevins indicated she didn't know
what to do, that Jack was coming here this
morning, and she -Mrs. Bevins- was afraid
she was going to blow him away," the prose-
cutor told the judge while the jury was outside
the courtroom.
Lilley objected to the introduction of Mrs.
O'Brien's testimony and the judge agreed it
would be unfair to allow her to take the stand.
Lipez said her testimony would violate
rules of discovery which require that incrim-
inating evidence be turned over to the defense
before the trial begins.
The judge also expressed concern about
the impact Mrs. O'Brien's testimony would
have on the progress of the trial if the witness
had to be interviewed by both sides before she
took the stand.
Goodwin later told reporters that the
judge's refusal to allow the testimony was not
crucial to the state's case. "It isn't as though
the feet have been cut out from under us," the
prosecutor said.
In morning testimony, Trooper Richard
Phillips of the Maine State Police quoted a
friend of Mrs. Bevins as saying she stopped at
his house after the killing to drop off some
valuables, including a bag containing $14,660
in cash.
The valuables left at the home of Peter
Clayton in Ogunquit included a Rolex watch
and two pendants, all stained with what looked
like blood, Phillips said.
Detective Peter Herring of the state police
gave additional detail of the scene at the
Bevins home. He said an extra large T-shirt
stained with blood was found inside a hamper
and there were 13 empty shell casings scat-
tered at the scene of the killing and another
four empty shells in the gun.• Workers' compensation
McKernan meets with insurance execs over workers' compAUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Gov. JohnR. McKernan on Tuesday met privately
with officials from an insurance group
threatening to withdraw from Maine's
workers compensation system, but said he
still hopes to put off new legislative initia-
tives on the politically charged issue until
next year.
Still. McKernan acknowledged he
could not say with as much confidencethis week as last that further workers com-
pensation law changes should not be taken
up at a special legislative session next
month.
"It depends on how our meetings go with
some of the carriers that have indicated they
might withdraw," McKernan said.
McKernan spoke briefly with reporters
after a closed-door session that a top aide
said included executives of groups affiliated
with Maine Bonding and Casualty Co.
The Republican chief executive insisted
on major changes in Maine's employer in-
surance law as a price for approval of a two-
year state budget containing far-reaching
tax increases last summer. Now he is press-ing for a special legislative session next
month to revise the budget for the year
ending next June to avert a looming deficit
of as much as $125 million.
McKernan has said he told Democraticlawmakers, who bitterly complained about
the link between workers compensation and
the budget earlier this year, that he planned
no new insurance proposals before the 1992
regular session.
American Marketing Association Meeting
Angela Bi I lodau
from the American Red Cross
discusses the Cohesive Public Awareness Campaign
October 24th, 1991 at 5:15 pm in the North Bangor Lounge
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And the governor said Tuesday his ad-
vice to unhappy carriers continued to be that
they "ought to give us another year" to gain
passage of additional cost-cutting legisla-tion.
Mc Kernan' s commissioner for business
affairs, Susan M. Collins, said after the
Maine Bonding meeting she did not regard
the group's withdrawal notice this month as
either a mere threat or as an unconditionaldeclaration of intent.
"I think all of the major carriers arelooking at the situation," said Collins, call-ing Maine Bonding and its affiliates one of
three carrier groups, covering an aggregate
of about one-tenth of Maine's market, to file
notice that they may withdraw.
Also having filed notice are The Hartford
group and the Peerless gro/up, Collins said.
Asked about a connection between theinsurers' pullout notifications and the plansfor a legislative session next month, Collins
said, "I think the timing is coincidental."
She said any carrier desiring to leave the
Maine market by the first of 1992 would,
under a 60-day notice provision, have to fileits intentions by around Nov. I.
A threatened stampede out of Maine by
carriers in 1987 served as the backdrop to a
contentious special session that producedlegislation dramatically reducing benefitsto workers suffering on-the-job injuries.
This year's protracted battle in the Leg-islature extended into July, leaving most of
state government shut down for much of the
month.
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• Crime
State Supreme Court upholds thiefs conviction
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) - The state
Supreme Court yesterday upheld a Brun-
swick man's theft conviction, rejecting an
appeal in which he claimed there was not
enough evidence to support the jury verdict.
Timothy P. Work, 32, had been found
guilty of theft of two trailers and a snowmo-
bile, all valued at $4,990, and a number of
metal sheets, valued at $1,600. He was sen-
tenced to 18 months in prison with all but 90
days suspended.
The case arose at about 2:20 a.m. on Jan.
IS, 1990, when Officer Joel Merry of the
Bath police stopped a truck suspected of
motor vehicle violations and observed that
the trailer behind the truck appeared brand
new. The trailer had what looked like a
"sliding deck," which Merry later found to
be a second new trailer, and there was a blue
snowmobile atop the trailers.
Work was one of several passengers in
the truck.
The passengers resisted the officer, and
during the ensuing confrontation one of the
passengers drove off with Merry's vehicle.
When Merry radioed for help, the driver and
Work drove toward the Bay Bridge trailer
park, but soon reappeared without the trail-
ers and snowmobile.
Police found the trailers and snowmo-
bile, as well as several metal sheets, in a
parking lot on Bay Bridge Road. The metal
sheets, owned by Bath Iron Works, had been
stored in a facility located on the same
premises as Sealand, which owned the trail-
ers and the snowmobile.
In his appeal. Work argued that the state
failed to prove that he had exclusive posses-
sion of the stolen property. He also contend-
ed that because Merry had not seen the metal
sheets in the truck in which Work was a
passenger, the state failed to establish that
the property at issue was valued at more than
$5,000. the threshold for a Class B theft
conviction.
Rejecting those arguments, the court
noted that while a theft conviction based on
circumstantial evidence requires proof of
exclusive possession, the state need not prove
the accused had sole possession of recently
stolen property.
The justices cited previous rulings which
held that joint possession of stolen property
by two or more persons may be deemed the
exclusive possession of any one of them if
evidence shows that the defendant acted in
concert with others in possessing the prop-
erty as a participant in a crime.
The court said that although Merry did
not see the metal sheets when he stopped
the truck, another officer testified that some
of the sheets were later found hanging
halfway off the trailers and others were
nearby.
"The metal sheets were identified as
property taken from the same premises as
the trailer and snowmobile at approximately
the same time," the court said.
"Given the totality of the evidence, the
jury rationally could conclude that Work
had exclusive possession of all the stolen
property."
• State House mystery
Time capsule's mystery may remain for awhile
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — The mystery
of the State House time capsule will remain
unsolved - at least for the time being, and
perhaps until well into the next century.
With state budget problems lingering, leg-
islative leaders have decided to shelve any
effort to dig under the State House corner-
stone for a peek at what's inside the time
capsule, if one is indeed there.
They reasoned that even if the project
starts off with a meager cost, the bill could
mushroom if the project gets completed.
Any dig amid the present economic con-
ditions was deemed inappropriate, said David
Silsby, director of the State House and Capital
Park Commission, whose recommendation
against the search was endorsed last week by
Legislative Council.
Interest in finding out whether a time
capsule was tucked inside a recess in the
cornerstone when it was laid in 1829 first
flickered when a man named Sherwood Dale
brought his metal detector to the granite Cap-
ital last May. Dale's hobby is pinpointing
"It could be a
horseshoe in there."
—David Silsby, Director
of the State House
cornerstones of historic buildings, and he has
on occasion discovered a number of long-
forgotten time capsules.
Finding what's believed to be the State
House's cornerstone was not easy, since the
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domed structure had undergone major reno-
vations since the original Capitol was com-
pleted in 1832.
Early State House drawing were no help
because they don't show where the corner-
stone is.
But Dale's detector came alive when it got
near the base of the last column to the right at
the front of the State House.
it could be a horseshoe in there," said
Silsby, an authority on the story of Maine's most
public building. "But there is metal in them."
A history of Augusta says a copy of the
state Constitution, some currency of the day,
publications and a special plate were placed
under the cornerstone when it was dedicated.
If there is a time capsule, it probably holds
such items, said Silsby.
It's been suggested that a silver plaque that
fell into the hands of a Hallowell antique
dealer more than 20 years ago may be a copy
of a version that was placed under the corner-
stone when it was laid amid great pomp and
celebration on July 4, 1829. Lawmakers first
convened in the State House in 1832.
If not, the slightly curved plaque, made
out of pure coin silver, could have been lifted
from the cornerstone by workers during one
of the renovations, historians surmise. The
largest project was in 1910, when the north
and south wings were added.
In 1989, in a ceremony commemorating
the 160th anniversary of the first cornerstone
laying, a stainless steel time capsule filled
with official papers and money was buried
near an original front wall of the State House.
The new time capsule is to be opened in
2029. Silsby said that might also be the right
time to dig up the original time capsule - if one
is there.
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• Diversity
90 flags dedicated in Union to represent student body
By Joe Sampson
Staff Writer
Flags from all over the world were dedi-
cated in a ceremony at the Memorial Union
yesterday.
The ceremony, intended to celebrate di-
versity at the University of Maine, involved
90 flags representing the countries of
UMaine's student body.
Dean David Rand, director of the Memo-
rial Union, opened the ceremony.
"It is a wonderful time for the union as a
community center, where the students come
together as a community to learn from each
other," Rand said.
"In effect we are becoming a world corn-
munity where diversity is essential.
"This is part of our effort to create a
climate that is open and hospitable to students
from abroad," he added.
Chancellor of the university system, Rob-
ert L. Woodbury, said the symbolism of the
ceremony agreed with the findings of the
Committee on Pluralism, formed in 1989 and
sent to the Board of Trustees in 1990.
Woodbury said the report showed that
"students could not have quality education
without diversity."
Woodbury also said the report suggested
that a student should not graduate from Maine
without experiencing another culture.
'The flags are a marvelously tangible
example of diversity," said UMaine Interim
President John C. Hitt.
Hitt said that in order to increase diversity
at the university, the UMaine system has to
expand global research and become a more
inclusive and diverse institution.
"International students and faculty con-
tribute tremendously and make a fine contri-
bution in just being here," Hitt said.
After Hitt's remarks, Dean Rand present-
ed prizes to the students who had written the
best essays for the dedication ceremony.
The essays were judged by a faculty panel
consisting of Substance Abuse Servic,es Coord-
nator Robert Dana, English instructed ane Morse
and theater professor Norman Wilkinson.
First prize was awarded to Salim Moham-
med, a graduate student from India who is a
business major at UMaine.
Salim read from his essay, which was
titled "Humanity, Hope and Happiness".
"I see the flags of 90 nations, but I think of
people of the world," Salim read from his
essay.
The honorable mention award went to
Valerie Achoa, a junior medical technology
student from Africa. Achoa Was unable to
attend the dedication due to a scheduling
conflict.
Salim will receive $200 for his first place
essay. Achoa will receive $100 for her honor-
able mention essay.
The flags are currently hanging in the
lobby of the Memorial Union, which was
chosen because of its central location.
• Crime
NH truck driver charged in deaths of wife, 3 children
By Adolphe V. Bernotas
Associated Press Writer
-CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — A jobless
truck driver who lost his rig that a neighbor
says he kept obsessively clean was chardged
Monday. with strangling his estranged wife
and smothering their three baby daughters.
James Colbert, 39, was persuaded by
police not to jump to his death from a bridge
in Boston on Sunday and was returned Mon-
day to New Hampshire where he was charged
with four counts of first-degree murder.
District Court Judge Michael Sullivan
ordered him held without bail in Mernmack
County Jail in Boscawen for an Oct. 31
probable cause hearing.
Earlier in the day, the disheveled Col-
bert, a short, stocky man with graying black
hair and mustache, waived extradition in
Chelsea District Court in Massachusetts.
At the Concord hearing, Colbert kept his
head down and appeared dazed as he shuf-
fled along with detectives guiding him in
and out of the courtroom.
"It's a trying time for him, to say the
least," said James O'Donovan, a New Hamp-
shire lawyer who appeared with Colbert at
the Massachusetts hearing.
Mary Jayne Colbert, 30; and her daugh-
ters, 2 I/2-year-old Emily; 1 1/2-year-old
Elise; and 10-week-old Patricia were as-
phyxiated, said Michael Ramsdell, the state's
senior assistant attorney general.
"It was an atrocious crime," Ramsdell
told reporters after the hearing as he de-
scribed the discovery of the bodies. "To a
man, everyone who viewed them was deep-
ly saddened." He declined to discuss a mo-
tive.
Ramsdell said he was confident Colbert
would be convicted.
The mother was strangled and the chil-
dren were suffocated, an autopsy performed
Monday by state medical examiner Roger
Fossum showed. Sources told The Boston
Globe the girls may have been killed by a
hand held over their mouths and noses.
The bodies were found about 5:30 a.m.
Sunday in their apartment in the quiet
residential neighborhood. Neighbors said a
family with two young children lives in the
other half of the yellow duplex.
Authorities said the Colberts were sepa-
rated and the father had moved to Chester,
about 25 miles southwest of Concord.
BUILD YOUR OWN FRATERNITY
(Batteries not included)
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity has a unique opportunity for young men atThe University of Maine. You supply the energy, imagination,leadership and entrepreneurial genius, all the essential requirementsto establish a colony of Beta Theta Pi. We come up with the nuts andbolts—support and service of one of the nations oldest and most
respected college fraternities. Together we will build something
exceptional from scratch.
Informational Meetings
Wednesday, October 23, 1991
at 7 pm
100 Neville Hall
Membership Selection will take place from Oct 24 - Nov 1
The rest, as they say, will be history.
Beta Theta PiFor more information, contact Martin Dixon at 800-238-2382
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
Two UMaine Field
Hockey players
receive awards
UMaine standout forward
Suzanne Plesman and first-year
goalkeeper Mary Lou Winstel
were awarded the North Atlan-
tic Conference Player of the
Week and Rookie of the Week
respectively.
Plesman tallied four goals in
the weekend's 2-2 tie with llth
ranked Northeastern and 3-1 win
over Hofstra while Winstel
played superbly, lowering her
goals against average to 1.02.
The Black Bears will be at home
again on Friday as they take on
Vermont at 3:30 in a key NAC
match-up.
NCAA Divison I
Hockey Poll:
I. UMAINE (12) 0-0-0 234
2. Michigan (6) 0-0-0 214
3. No. Michigan (4) 1-0-1 189
4. Clarkson 0-0-0 163
5. Providence (3) 0-0-0 143
6. Minnesota 1-1-0 113
7. No. Dakota 2-0-0 106
8. Lake Superior St. 0-0-0 086
9. Boston U. 0-0-0 044
10. St. Lawrence 0-0-0 031
Boston Celtic's
Larry Bird to get
contract extension:
The Boston Celtics and their
superstar Larry Bird are on the
verge of signing the 35-year
old to a two-year contract ex-
tension.
The extension would cover
Bird through the 1993-94 sea-
son, at which point he will be
37 and have played 15 NBA
season.
No terms were available, but
considering the Celts just gave
Kevin McHale a two-year ex-
tension at $3.5 million per year,
the stakes for Bird would be
higher, probably in the $4 mil-
lion per year range.
Costas honored as
TV's tops:
Bob Costas, host of NBC's
NFL Live since 1984, has been
named Sportscaster of the Year
by the American Sportscasters
Association for the second
time.
Costas also won the award
in 1989. ESPN's Chris Berman
was last year's recipient.
• D'Applolonia—UM Athlete of the Week
• UMaine Football and Yankee Conference notes
• Black Bear stats and stuff
• World Series
Braves fight history, Twins in Series
By Jim Donaghy
AP Baseball Writer
ATLANTA (AP) - World Se-
ries history suggests the Atlanta
Braves are in trouble. Then again,
this hasn't been an average season.
The Minnesota Twins take a 2-0
World Series lead into Game 3 as
play shifts from the Metrodorne to
the Georgia skies of Atlanta-Fulton
County Stadium.
-This team has been optimistic
all year," Braves catcher Greg Ol-
son said. "But the history is when
teams are down 2-0, they don't win."
Olson is quite right. Teams tak-
ing a 2-0 lead have gone on to win
31 times in 41 attempts (76 percent),
including the last four years.
But the Braves and Twins did a
lot of things they weren't supposed
to happen this year. Most notably,
they became the first teams in the
modern era to move from last place
one season to first place the next.
Atlanta wasn't expected to catch
the Los Angeles Dodgers after fall-
ing 9 112 games back, and most
thought the Oakland Athletics would
overtake the Twins sooner or later.
And wasn't it supposed to be Pitts-
burgh against Toronto in the World
Series?
"We feel very confident com-
ing home with Steve Avery and
John Smoltz pitching," Olson said.
"We were down 3-2 to the Pirates
and came back to win two games
there."
The Twins just might feel a little
strange. Minnesota's last 10 games,
including the regular season, have
been inside, at either the Metro-
dome or Toronto's SkyDome.
Minnesota won the first two
games against Atlanta by using a
combination of muscle, momentum
and Homer Hankies. The Twins also
got great starting pitching from Jack
Morris and Kevin Tapani.
Meanwhile, the Braves had only
two extra-base hits in the two games
- both doubles - and wasted several
scoring opportunities.
On Monday, the Twins worked
out under the sun and got used to
hitting and taking fly balls outside
again. They seemed to enjoy it, too.
"I heard the ball really carries
well in left center," Twins manager
Tom Kelly said while hitting ground-
ers. "We compared it to the new
Comiskey Park, where the ball car-
ries to right center. But overall it's
just not that big a deal."
What has been the big deal for
the Braves has been the pitching of
Avery, who is scheduled to start
Game 3 against Scott Erickson (20-
8).
Avery (18-8) was involved in
two 1-0 victories against Pittsburgh
and set a playoff record with 16 1/3
consecutive scoreless innings. The
Braves, to have any chance, must he
backed by a big effort from Avery.
"I think the home field is a big
advantage in the series," Avery said.
"Both teams have great fans. I think
the grass is going to make a differ-
ence here because they've played
so many games on turf and it will
be a little bit of an adjustment for
them."
The Twins will also be without
their designated hitter Chili Davis.
Because the games are being played
in Atlanta, no DH will be used and
Davis's 93 RBI's will be used in a
pinch-hitting role only.
"Taking Chili's bat out of the
line-up has to hurt them," Olson
said. "With Avery pitching, I'm sure
they would like to have their best
line-up in there.
Without Davis, the Twins need-
ed Kirby Puckett (0-for-8) and Shane
Mack (0-for-7) to get going. Puckett
hit .406 this season against left-
handers and Mack .350.
At a glance, a match-up of Avery,
a left-hander, and Erickson looks
like a gem. But after going 12-2 in
the first, Erickson finished 8-6 and
was on the disabled list in July with
a sore right elbow. He also struggled
in the playoffs, allowing two runs
on three hits and five walks in four
innings against Toronto.
"Basically, I have to learn to
control my emotions a little bit,"
Erickson said. "I guess in the play-
offs it was too much, too soon. I'm
going to try and stay on an even keel
all the way through the game."
• UMaine/Yankee Conference Football
Black Bears to host UConn Saturday
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
University of Maine football
Coach Kirk Ferentz couldn't find
many good things in Saturday's
52-30 loss at the University of
Rhode Island.
In fact, he said there was only
one good thing about the game,
that it was played on the road.
"The only good thing I could
find was that the game was at Rhode
Island and not at home," said Fe-
rentz. "I wouldn't have wanted the
fans to see that one."
The loss dropped the Black
Bears to l -6 overall, and 1-4 in the
Yankee Conference.
Ferentz said his coaches, and
him in particular, have to do a
better job of preparation, but add-
ed they can't make too much of the
loss.
"You never want to overreact
to a loss. There's always a tempta-
tion to do that," said Ferentz. "We
have to go back and pay closer
attention to detail because there
have been some things we were
taking for granted."
"We weren't emotionally
ready to play Saturday and a lot of
the little plays are killing us. And
a lot of that comes down to disci-
pline."
The Black Bears, who gave up
622 yards of total offense Satur-
day, won't have any easier task
UMaine's Frizell Davis has 16 catches for 222 yards this season. UMaine plays UConn this week.
with this week's opponent.
University of Connecticut.
The already depleted UMaine
defensive secondary will be going
up against Cornelius Benton, the
Yankee Conference's leader in
yards passing.
"(Benton) is as good a quarter-
back as we've seen this year, and
we've seen a couple good ones,"
said Ferentz.
UMass Coach Jim Reid, who
the was victimized by Benton last week
in UConn's 26-21 win, said seeing
is believing.
"That quarterback is outstand-
ing. It seemed like all day I was
going, ` jeez, what's he going to
do next," said Reid. "We had
him sacked four or five times, but
he's a great runner and he got our
of there."
Around the Yankee Conference:
Boston University (1-6 over-
all, 0-4 in YC) takes on the red-hot
Rhode Island Rains, winners of
their last four in a row. Last week,
the Terriers struggled offensively
in a 32-18 loss against Richmond.
"We didn't play with the kind
intensity we need to have, but we're
not going to lay down and die,"
said BU CoachDan Allen. "We've
played well at times, but some-
See YANKEE on page 18
alk
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Yankee Conference from page 17
times we're a little lax with our intensity."
After struggling early in the year, Con-
necticut (2-4 overall, 1-2 in YC) has come
on strong and won its last two games. Last
week, UConn beat U Mass 26-21, behind the
throwing of Cornelius Benton, and the run-
ning of first-year player Ed Long. This
week, the Huskies travel to Maine to take
the Black Bears.
"This Maine teams scares us todeath,"
said UConn Coach Tom Jackson. "They
played very tough at Rutgers and banged
then; around physically. The score was
very deceiving. They're big, tough and
physical."
Delaware (6-1 overall, 4-I overall) got a
huge game from quarterback Bill Verganti-
no, and beat previously unbeaten Villanova
38-28. The Blue Hens travel to take on the
Naval Academy.
"That was a big win, but show me one
that isn't big and I'll he surprised," said
Delaware Coach Harold Raymond. "This
is definitely a game that will have some kind
of championship impact."
The UMass Minutemen (2-5 overall, 2-
3 in YC) are corning off a 26-21 loss to
LIConn, and have the week off before head-
ing to Foxboro to play Northeastern.
"We have a missing ingredient called
quarterback and we need to find someone to
put in there," said Coach Jim Reid. "We're
not that bad a football team, we just need to
find a quarterback."
UNH (5-1 overall, 4-0 in YC), the only
undefeated team in the conference, will try
to extend that this week against Northeast-
ern. The Wildcats were idle last week.
"That was a very important week for us
to take off," said Coach Bill Bowes. "If
we had played last week, six or seven of
our starters wouldn't have played. We
still have a couple on the shelf, but hope-
fully by the end of the week, we'll get
them back too."
Rhode Island (4-2 overall, 2-2 in YQ, is
coming off an offensive outburst against
UMaine, and is one of the hottest teams in the
conference after winning its last four games.
This week, the Rams try to improve its win-
ning streak against Boston University.
"We're at least in a position to have
influence (on the YC title)," said Coach
Bob GriMn. "But (UN}-I. Delaware and
Villanova) are still considered the favor-
ites. There's really those three teams, and
the rest of us are playing Saturday to
Saturday."
After struggling offensively for much of
the season, Richmond (2-4 overall, 2-3 in
YC) opened up a little in a 32-18 win over
BU. The Spiders have a tough task this
week, playing James Madison on the road.
"We were very happy with last week's
win because the kids played very hard and
we got a little offense going." said Coach
Jim Marshall.
After blowing through the early part of
the season, Villanova (5-1 overall. 4-1 in
YC) suffered its first setback in last week's
38-28 loss to Delaware. The Wildcats have
a big game this week, playing
William&Mary on the road.
"This is a must win for Villanova," said
Coach Andy Talley. "I think we have to
win the rest of our games to stay in conten-
tion for a playoff spot. This is a very, very
important game against a great team."
CAR AUDI( ysTEms
Do your tunes sound tired? Has your car become a
prison instead of a palace? Maybe it's time to retire
that old radio and get a real stereo. How about a
radar detector or alarm to complete the system?
Large systems or small, we carry equipment for every
need and can help you get back on the road in style.
Call for pricing and installation info.
SONY • PIONEER • PANASONIC • PYLE DRIVER • UNIDEN
BAZOOKA • BEARCAT • BEL • COBRA • ELECTROVOICE • K-40
PHASE LINEAR • PHOENIX GOLD °PRECISION POWER • PYRAMID
• AND MORE •
FALL SALE
SONY Cl) PIAITR CDX-5040 In Dash CD Player with 2
or four channel amplification. 8x oversampling. Dual 1 8-bit D/
A converters. 1 8FM+6AM presets. Intro Scan, Return,Shuffle,
and Repeat Play. Many more features. ... $299
SONY 10 DISC CHANGER Works with your
existing radio, nothing extra needed! CDX-A 1 5RF
Comes with 10 disc changer, Remote Controller, FM Modulator
and one 10 Disc Magazine ... $375
Call Campus Rep • Andy 866-2287
Sale ends November 30, 1991 • Prices do not include shipping
UMaine Sports Stats
Football Statistics
Record 1-6
)0. Individual
Capriotti
C.Smith
Willey
Curran
TOTALS
Individual
Colon
DelRosso
Zurinskas
TOTALS
Individual
Szydlowski
Capriotti
Davis
C.Smith
Shaw
Squires
TOTALS
Rushing
attempts-yards
132-for-549
085-for-365
013-for-052
005-for-025
294-for-1238
Passing
comp-attempts
86-for-162 - 1022 yards
21-for-043 - 0218 yards
04-for-006 - 0042 yards
I 1 1 -for-211 -1282 yards
Receiving
recep
18-for-199 yards 1TD
18-for-190 yards LTD
16-for-222 yards 1TD
15-for-147 yards OTD
11-for-130 yards 2 TD
11-for-112 yards 0Th
111-for-1282 yards5TD
Defensive Tackles
Ut - At- Tt
Murph 34 - 24 - 68
Harris 26 - 32 - 58
Dube 26 - 24 - 50
Boston 24 - 17 - 41
Thibeau 21 - 13 - 34
Men's Soccer Statistics
Record 5-4-3
Individual Scoring
G - A - Pts
Sniper 2 - 4 - 08
Zimmerman 3 - 1 - 07
Charles 2 - 2 - 06
Laughlin 2 - 2 - 06
Gartenbroeker 2 - 1 - 05
Nunes 2 - 0 - 04
Crompton 0- 1- 01
Carroll 0 - 1 - 01
7TD
2TD
0Th
1TD
10Th
2sacks
2sacks
Osacks
Isack
2sacks
D'Appolonia
0- Goalkeeper Stats
shot - save - goals - avg
135 - 62- 10- 0.75
Women's Soccer Statistics
Record 3-8-1
Individual Scoring
G - A - Pts
Contardo 4 - 6- 14
Mosher 5 - 1 - 11
Farina 3- 4- 10
Wadman 3- 1 - 07
Pelkey 3- 1 - 07
Eggan 1 - 2- 04
Couture 1 - 0- 02
Mumane 1 - 0- 02
Finer 1 - 0- 02
Darlak 1 - 0- 02
Kimball 0- 1 - 01
Curran 0- 1 - 01
Goalkeepers
shot - save - goal - avg
Ricci 168 - 82- 23 - 2.42
Snooks 027 - 14- 03 - 1.05
Field Hockey
Record 8-4-1
)0. Individual Scoring
G - A - Pts
Plesman 13 - 4- 17
Densmore 6 - 1 - 07
Gallan 1-3- 04
Vainio 1 - 1 - 02
Walls 2 - 0- 02
Perrotti 1 - 1 - 02
Lahey 1 - 1 - 02
Strout 0 - 1 - 01
Bonnell 0 - 1 - 01
Stinchcomb 1 - 0- 01
Barrows 0 - 1 - 01
Ervin 0 - 1 - 01
Yo• Goalkeeper
shot - save - avg
Winstel 243 -157-1.02
I 11 •.1 An,1 \1.1squc rrc.ent:
Alit falls
 Alt
...an evening (it
music, mystrty and murder.
created by p.c. bleu & william black
directed by william mitrhell
Once a year,
On All Hallow's Eve,
Nothing is sacred.
In the Damn Yankee
On Friday, October 25th
At 8:00 p.m.
( .trine itr senu-tnnual attire
A dessert hither will Iv offered.
Resoled seating ()TIN!
hir reNtIV:164 or stt INV the Tt 'B )ttite, 5S1-1 7 35.
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• Column
This that and the other thing
By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer
owner he wouldn't blame him if he firedhim. Stay tuned.
The World Series. Twins 2 - Braves 0.It's a slow day in the sports department, Just wait until the tomahawk chop and chant-lets see what's in the back of the old brain ing hits them. How imposing are 60,000 fanstoday. 
standing and chanting with tomahawks inIsn't Dick MacPherson the best thing their hands? I wouldn't want to be the Twins.that has happened to the NFL since, oh say, Speaking of the Twins, did Kent Iirbekthe beginning of the league? pick Ron Ganes foot off the base in gameIf you noticed after Sunday's win over two? It's well publicized that Hrbek wantsthe Vikings, MacPherson was hugging quar- to be a professional wrestler when his base-terback Hugh Millen who was hugging his ball days are over, looks like he's getting anfiance. After Mac separated the two, he went early start.back and hugged the fiance. Smart move. Urn, the NBA. Roy Tarpley is the big-Another MacPherson moment was just gest waste of talent since.. .the beginning ofbefore Jason Staurovsky went out to kick the the NFL.game-winning field goal. Staurovsky had How many chances should a person get tomissed an attempt earlier in overtime and get their life in order. He'd been given twoMacPherson pulled him back before he went opportunities by the league and he failed bothout to kick and reportedly told him "don't times. This is a man who is making in excessworry, we'll still love you if you miss but 1 of $2 million a year, why would you jeopar-can't guarantee where you'll be playing dize that kind of cabbage? Hey, maybe thenext week." Classic. Mavericks are in the market for a 5-foot-I0,While we're on the subject of NFL Foot- slow white shooting guard? Didn't think so.ball, aren't the Cincinnati Bengals looking Okay, I've rambled on about very littlelike last years Patriot team? in the last 60-lines, let's get to somethingCoach Sam Wyche has just about lost it important.
on the sidelines. On at least one occasion in Wait, there is nothing important to writeMonday nights loss to the Bills he went about. I must be done. Boy, what a waste ofabsolutely crazy and threatened his running space.back coach who was trying to hold him (Tim Hopley is the Portsmouth Rotisser-hack. It might not be long before Wyche is ie League Champion for 1991. Asst. Sportsunemployed, last week he told the Bengals EditorJeffPinkham finished a distant third.)
UMaine Athlete of the Week
Seb D' Appolonia is this week's Uni-
versity of Maine Athlete of the Week.
D'Appolonia has gone 253:57 min-
utes without giving up a goal and has
recorded shutouts in four of the Black
Bears last five games.
His record on the season is 5-4-3 with
a goals against average that stands at 0.80
in the North Atlantic Conference, good
for second, and 0.75 overall. D' Appolonia
has allowed 10 goals in 1200 minutes
while recording 64 saves.
The sophomore from Pittsburgh, Penn-
sylvania has been sharp throughout the
Seb D'Appolonia
Sophomore
Goalkeeper
Men's Soccer
season. With the team's improved play of
late, better results are coming his, as well
as the team's way.
D' Appolonia appeared in two games
last season, winning both. He made seven
saves in 135 minutes, allowing just one
goal against Drexel. The now departed
Marshall White was last year's starter for
Coach Jim Dyer.
According to Dyer, D' Appolonia is
quick, explosive and poised. He is a
business administration major and the
son of Michael and Elizabeth
D' Appolonia.
I can walk like a penguin.
• NFL Football
Bills bomb Bengals 35-16; now 7-1
By John F. Bonfatti
AP Sports Writer
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP) - James
Lofton was magnanimous. "Every ball I
caught, he was right there with me," the
Buffalo Bills wide receiver said of Richard
Fain, the rookie cornerback Cincinnati as-
signed to cover Lofton.
Fain may have been right there with Lofton,
hut it was Lofton who came down with the ball.
Making the first start of his pro career,
Fain was beaten three times for touchdowns
Monday night - twice by Lofton - as Jim Kelly
threw five touchdown passes to prolong the
Bengals' nightmare season with a 35-16 loss
to the Bills.
"I think we realized that we had someone
who had not had a lot of NFL experience,"
said Lofton, who finished with a career-high
220 yards on eight catches.
"Hopefully, in the future, I'll get better,"
said a humble Fain, who was involved in a
play that triggered one of the wildest scenes in
the NFL this season.
Fain and Lofton went up for a pass at the
Cincinnati goal line with the Bills holding their
smallest lead of the night at 14-10. After some
jostling, Lofton came down with the pass,
which was good for a 48-yard touchdown.
Several Bengal defenders, incensed at wha
they felt was pass interference by Lofton,
Mir
DR. KENNETH L. OZMON
President of St. Mary's University, Halifax, Nova Scotia
and
Distinguished University of Maine alumnus
Dr. Ozmon will present a lecture, "Challenges, in Canadian HigheT Education:
Lessons for the United States" at 4:00 PM on Thursday, October 24" in 100 Nutting
Hall following the lecture. The campus community and the general public are
invited to attend both the lecture and the reception. This lecture is part of the
celebration of the University of Maine's 115' Anniversary and is being presented
by the 125" Anniversary Committee and the Canadian American Center.
challenged officials in the end zone
Towels, a helniet and finally Bengal s Coach
Sam Wyche went on the field as the Cincinnati
bench howled at what they thought was an
injustice. Wyche sprinted from his sideline
position down into the end zone, drawing a 15-
yard unsportsmanlike conduct penalty.
"When Lofton shoved our defender down
and caught the touchdown, the complexion of
the game changed totally, no question about
it," said Wyche, who denied charges he's lost
control of his winless team.
That was Lofton's second touchdown of
the night - both against Fain.
Fain replaced Lewis Billups, who some-
how dislocated a finger Friday night and
didn't accompany the team to Buffalo.
Fain was also beaten by Pete Metzelaars
for the longest catch in the tight end's 10-year
NFL career - a 51-yarder that went for a
second-quarter touchdown that put the Bills
up 14-3.
But the Bengals blew the game earlier
than that, in the first quarter when Cincinnati
was given as good a chance as any visitor can
expect of beating the Bills in Rich Stadium,
where Buffalo has won 15 straight.
Kelly, the NFL's top-rated passer, threw
three interceptions on Buffalo's first three
drives. The interceptions gave the Bengals the
hall at the Buffalo 44, the Buffalo 27 and the
Cincinnati 44.
A Luncheon Ser.., ,i1 Explosive Political & Social Issues
"'•
FALL 1991
Thursdays, 12:20 - 1:30 pm
Swim Lounge
Memorial Union
University of Maine
October 204th
CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE, NUCLEAR WEAPONS, AND THE
AEGIS PLOWSHARES AT THE BATH IRON WORKS
Philip Berrigan
Peace activist, author, Nobel Prize nominee
This noontime series is being co-sponsored by the Maine Peace Action Committee (MPAC) incooperation with The Union Board. For additional information contact Professor Mike Howard,Advisor, (MPAC), 581-3861 Please announce to classes and interested groups.
•
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Sport' Shorts
Auburn coach will stay
despite accusations
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) - Auburn
University will have a new president nextyear. But there doesn't appear to be any
sentiment among the school's governing bodyto also change football coaches, despite al-leged wrongdoing captured on tape by a former
player.
Trustee Jack Venable, a state legislator,
said Monday night that coach Pat Dye "cer-
tainly has my support until something comes
along to prove otherwise."
"I feel like he has the support of all the
trustees," said Emory Cunningham, a retired
publishing company president. "If anything
was done wrong, I'm sure it was without his
knowledge."
"1 have a lot of confidence in Pat Dye and
his staff," said Charles Glover, a real estate
agent. "I continue to support him. I think he's
a good coach."
"He's not in trouble with me," said trustee
R.C. "Red" Bamberg. "It looks to me like he's
got a pretty good thing going over there."
The NCAA and the university launched
separate investigations after former defensiveback Eric Ramsey accused the school of apotentially major rule violations. He also
claimed to have secretly recorded telephone
conversations to back up his allegations.
Six of ihose tapes were disclosed Sundayby a Birmingham newspaper. They show an
Auburn booster and friend of Dye, Bill
"Corky" Frost, gave Ramsey hundreds ofdollars, free beef and performance bonuses
while he was with the Tigers from 1986-90.
Ramsey also has said he has tapes of
Auburn coaches giving him money, but those
have not been made public.
Auburn trustees seem content to wait until
the NCAA and the university complete their
probes. They insist there are no plans to
discuss the situation when the 12-member
board meets on Friday, prior to Saturday's
homecoming game.
Dye has said he is not aware of any wrong-
doing and doesn't think the school will face
sanctions "after everything is told." He has
expressed a willingness to give up his job as
athletic director if necessary. He is one of only
a handful of NCAA Division I coaches to hold
both jobs.
"They're both fulltime jobs," said Cun-
ningham. "I don't mean to imply that if they
had separated these jobs like I thought they
should we wouldn't have had any of these
problems we have now."
Venable said his biggest concern is find-ing a new president.
The school received about 150 applica-
tions and nominations after current president
James Martin announced his resignation, ef-
fective April 31. A search committee will
offer five or six finalists before the trustees
make their selection.
The new president will probably be in
place before the NCAA completes its investi-
gation, which is expected to take a year.
NFL ranked first in
sports popularity poll
NEW YORK (AP) - Tractor pulls more
popular than NHL hockey? Roller Derbypreferred over World Cup soccer?
It's true, according to the Sports Market-ing Group of Dallas, which has released its
complete list of what is says are the 114 most
popular sports in America.
Last February, SMG listed only the top 20.
The firm said Monday that the rest of the list
was unavailable until now "due to proprietarybusiness reasons."
The NFL (No, 1), major league baseball(No.5) and the NBA (No. 7) all made the top 10. But
the NHL considered the fourth major profes-
sional sport, was 40th in the survey, three spots
ahead of PGA golf. Both finished behind trac-tor pulls, which came in 31st.
The World Cup, which will be played in
the United States for the first time in 1994,
came in 75th. That was 45 spots behind pro-fessional wrestling and 17 spots behind Roll-
er Derby - but well ahead of another TV sport,American Gladiators, which came in No. 102
The top 20 were the NFL, college football,Winter Olympics, Summer Olympics, majorleague baseball, high school football, the NBA,ladies figure skating, pairs figure skating,pairs ice dancing, men's figure skating, pro-fessional boxing, swimming, college basket-ball, Alpine ski racing, thoroughbred horse
racing, women's gymnastics, college base-ball, minor league baseball and high schoolbasketball.
SMG revealed on Monday that No. 21
was men's gymnastics. The last five sports
were tour bike racing. biathlons, curl ing, crick-
et and squash.
A private research company, hired bySMG, conducted more than 2,060 in
-homeinterviews in more than 175 areas of the1Inited States to get a representable sample ofthe total population, not just sports fans, the
said. Participants in the survey were asked togive positive, negative or neutral opinions to114 specific sports "of a spectatorship and
viewership nature and the frequency of theirparticipation in 71 sports," SMG said.
The margin of error of the survey was plus
or minus 1.5 percent.
Maine Campus classifieds for your
 classified ad.
jobs
"Campus Representatives needed"
Earn free trip and big commissions by
selling Cancun, Mexico. For more in-formation call toll free at 800-755-
7996 or in Connecticut at 203-975-8833.
Addressers wanted immediately! No
experience necessary. Process FHA
mortgage refunds. Work at home.
 Call
1-405-321-3064.
Earn extra money. Looking for people
to market an all natural, skin, hair, and
nutrition products. Call 942-4441.
EARN $2000 + FREE SPRING BREAK
TRIPS! North America's #1 Student
Tour Operator seeking motivated stu-
dents, organizations, fraternities and
sororities as campus representatives
promoting Cancun, Bahamas and Day-
tona! Call 1-800-724-1555.
OVERSEAS JOBS. 1900-2000 mo.
Summer, Yr. round, All Countries, Allfields. Free info. Write IJC, PO Bx 52-
ME01 Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
Campus Reps wanted!! Earn valuable
experience, travel and meet new peo-
ple! Sell v,inter/spring break packages
to Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Marga-
rita Island - From $369- Best commis-
sions paid! Sun Splash Tours 1-800-
426-7710.
Free Spring Break Trips to students or
student organizations promoting our
spring break packages. Good pay +
fun. Call CMI. 1-800-423-5264.
for sale
Bicycle. Brand new men's 1-speed cruis-
er w/ breaks. Rugged 27inch tires. Solid
red frame. Purchased for $180, selling
at half-price for 190. Mint condition.
Call Bev at 947-2932 evenings orleave message.
1974 Toyota Corolla. 5 SPD, 96K.
New exhaust, tires + more! Call Jim at
Rose Bike, 866-3525.
Pioneer stereo rack system: dual cas-
sette; turn table; 5 band g.e., cd
adaptable, tuner with 24 presets;
speakers: 36" 110 watt; remote; cabi-
net; perfect condition, Call 827-7577.
'85 Chevy Celeb V6 4 door, white,burgundy interior, auto PS/PB, looks +
runs like 88/89 can be seen at 142
Middle Street Old Town 827-5211.
personals
Get personal. Call 581-1273 today to
place your personal ad.
To everyone—beware of men named
Asikai weilding chainsaws, be kind to
your neighbor, think before you speak,
and remember that Blahnodia lies
around every corner. -Zatticko
Kath, You were right - nice, wide
shoulders are very important in a guy(warning: this leads to lack of sleep)
Andy: You wanted one - so you're
getting one! I love you! That's all! Kris(Spasiba)
lost Sr found
Lost: Green L L. Bean jacket withburton patch in field across from Park
Place. Call Tom at 581-4926.
Lost: Keys, in 110 Little Hall, Fri. Oct.4. 5 keys including dorm, VW, and
Toyota key. Attatched to silver pin +
yellow key chain reading Tatoo Shop
Inc. Call Chris at 866-2305.
Lost: Green LL Bean back with labbook, notebook + calculator. Please atleast drop off notes + lab book in thebook holders at York Dining Commons
or if found call Mark at x4547 403
Estabrooke.
Lost: 1 set of keys, orange, fahvergnu-gen. Last seen in Stevens Hall. Call942-8280 ask for Belinda.
Found: A lady's black casio watchfound in the Hilltop parking lot. CallOnward Building at 581-2320.
apartments
Room For Rent: A quiet place to
study. A two minute walk to campus.Call 866-7888.
1 bedroom modem, furnished apt.
Walk to UM. Quiet, professional set-ting. 1450/mo. plus util. 945-5810
Washburn Place, 1660/mo. Sec. Dep.2BR townhome w/basement. No pets.1 yr. lease. 945-6955 or 945-5260.
travel
Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas from$259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7 nights
hotel, parties, free admission, hotel
taxes and more! Organize a small
group. Earn free trip. 1(800)BEACH IT.
seamstress
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience,
replace zippers, hemming, etc, Will pick
up + deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115.
strippers
Male Stripper - Great for birthdays,
wedding showers, etc. Compare pric-
es! Call Today 947-4220
Life is a test. If it
wasn't, we would
have been given
the answers by
now.
